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PADUCAH, KY., SUN LAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 17, 1907
GAMBLING DEN RAIDED AN ELABORATE
YESTERDAY BY DETECTIVES ENTERTAINMENT
About 5,000 Poker Chips 30 Decks of ds and a F
ine
flaying Ta ble Were Hauled to Police Headquarters
--Charles Slaughter Arrested on Charge of
Being One of the Operators.
jotecirees Baker end Moore yes-
terday raided a gambling den o
a the
▪ floor above Frank Just's 
barber
shop :a i7 North Fourth street, 
and
now have the. paraphernalia 
stored in
the big iron vault at police hea
dquar-
ters in the city hall, while 
Charles
Slaughter is under arrest as be
ing
operator of the room, and the 
police
authorities arc looking for his part
-
r• Judge Beasley, who 
seems to
have skipped out. The parapherna
lia
confiscated consists of about 5
,000
poker chips, thirty deck' of ca
rds,
and a regular poker playing table.
The detectives have been watching
this place for some days. and
night ebout eleven o'clock Sluethe
'Maas and Baker proceeded tin 
to
•'-'ed nnor where the room. is
located.. Above the door leading 
into
lb. .nown la painted the large word
'Office:. and the detectives pressed
the button which sounded the elec-
trically operated bell inside the room.
Thinking "customers" were coming.
a sleek °eyed unbolted and threw
back the door, and then when his
eyes fell on the bluecoats the darky'ehie heed.
T• he iteteetives entered and found
seated around the table Tom Holland.
Green Toppler, Clint Gibbs and a
young fellow named Ford. No game
wu in progress and the authorities'
could nothing.
liciterday the detectives had Frank
Joht before Judge Cross to answer
Notations. and he said he rented the
-own urstaire t.. Slaughter and Rest-
ive tee, ,a•eleavved awe knawledve as
to what they were to use it for. The
others iitsteel tho.t
been on in the eetete, himself and had
• eit what transpire&
The building in which the gambling
toms% was located is yawned by a re•
ored merchant and by him leased te
/Just with Postnia•att Frank M. Fisher
as surety, and it is understeod that
visher pays the rent to the landlord,
and doubtless collects from Just. Two
well known barbers state that Fisher
either owns the shop fixtures or has
, mortgage on them, and that he has
been endeavoring to sell the outlet.
On the strength of what just
told him, the judge issued the war-
rant charging Slaughter and Beasley
with settang up and operating the
'gambling room. Slaughter was ar-
rested, but released on bond, while
I
the offs:ere have not yet been able
to locate Beasley.
After the *arrant was issued the
deteetives went back ever to the
:enabling room, broke open the door.
and teidell th eplace, carrying the
entire eutfit to the city hall where it
will be used as evidence, and then
destroyed, according to the state law.
which directs destruction of perae
ohernailia of this nature when it is
coufiseved.
The deteetise, have other gamb-
lane dens under eureeillance and 'addi
-
tional raids are expected, as they are
confident the places arc ;being oper-
ated. het o is a very hard matter for
sit otticer to detect the Ramblers who
hese the authorities spotted and op-
erate with much secrecy.
Just says lie rented the room , to
Slauehter and Beasley about two
-mettles aro The den was enuioned
handsomely with costly furniture,
ever...rainy being furnished in a way
to indicate ease and comfort to the
habitnes of the dive.
On issuing the warrant Judge Cross
had elle names of the folloning placed
on it as witnesses for use during the
trial tomorrow morning: Frank Just.
Tom }Tolland. Clint Gihbe, Aaron
'ilk y Peel the young fellow named
Ford.
MANY SUSPECTED GAMBLERS
TO BE PUT "ON THE RACK"
CHIEF JAMES COLLINS HAS NAMES OF ABOU
T FORTY PEO-
PLE. MANY OF WHOM STAND WELL IN THE COMMU
N-
ITY, AND ALL OF THEM WILL BE BEFORE
THE JUDGE TO ANSER QUESTIONS
ebiei Janice CO11111, ir k \ac
aroused yesterday on learning that
• a ;deice indicated a regular gambling
den had been conducted over Frank
Justs barber shop, of North Fourth
-asset.. within two blocks of the city
ball. Sod be entered heart and soul
into the. matter of beraking up the
piece and prosecuting the guilty.
from certain sources he has pro-
•erered.the names of about forty people.
'tritest he learns have been in the
• habit af visiting the place and gam-
bling. and the detectives and officers
arc now out rounding up these sus-
pected parties, who -will he put "op
•_ahe rack- taenorruw to divulge what
- they know. It is said that some of
them had better "go a little slow' if
they do not "tell it straight," as it is
MURDER IN
understood a ntunber has, already
given the names o; others who par-
ticipated in poker games, therefore if
those yet to be questioned try to
deny it, while under oath, there is
ample room for false swearing war-
rants, which the etnef will have issued
and the troubles thereby multiply for
the habitues of the den.
The chief said there was no doubt
whatever but tat they would break
up the hell-hole, and enter a 'Vigorous
prosecution against the guilty. • Ile
will have , other suspected places
raided, whcn the tirnt gets ripe.
In the list there are names of many
people standing prominent in differ-
ent circles,, and quite a sensation
would occur if publication was made
of the identity of the suspected.
FIRST EGREE
IS THE VERDICT OF THE JURY
IN THE CELEBRATED
FF.IST CASE.
Dr. J. Herman Feist of Ashville
Convicted of the Murder of
Mrs. ROSA Mangruin.
Vashville, Tenn., Feb. ió.—The jury
ii th't Feist murder trial btaught
a verdict this afternoon of "Guilt e of
• murder in the first degree."
The public is entirely familiar with
the facts in the case. Mrs. Rosa,Man-
grum. who had been Dr. Feist's
patient and with whom, it was estab-
lished, he had been intimate, left her
me in Nashville on the night of
ember 44, loos, stspposedly for
{may.
Chicago. It•was never established by
anyone that she took the train she
told her husband and brother she was
going to take, and on January es, 1906,
following, her lifeless body was found
floating in the waters of the Ohio
river, some 254 miles from Nashville.
The $1,400 she had thawn out of bank
on December 14 and the $1.zoo worth
of jewels she wore were missing. The
supporter on the stocking' in which
she carried large sums of money had
'been cut, and the glove of the hand
on which she carried her jewelry had t
been rolled back and the jewels re-
moved.
The autopsy followed, In which it
was developed the woman had not
drowned and had not died from any
ascertained natural cause and 'had not
died from violence. Poison was the
theory of the two physicians who held
the autopsy. Then Mrs: Trousdale,
sister of the dead woman; J. O. Man-
grum, her 'husband, capably assisted
by Chid or Detectives Sidebottom,
Detectives Irwin and Dowd and other
interested ones, went to work and
ferreted out a chain of circumstances
which will make this case unique in
the annals of eiremnstantiel evidence
in criminal cases
HANDSOME AFFAIR TUESDAY
EVENING AT THIRD STREET
M. E. CHURCH.
EXCELLENT PROGRAMME
RENDERED DURING EVENING
HOME MISSION SOCIETY OF
BROADWAY M. E. CHURCH
NAMED OFFICERS.
Rev. William Bourquin Returned
Yesterday From Chicago. and
Fills His, Pulpit Today.
A xory elaborate and beautiful en-
tertainment will be given Tuesday
evening at the Third street Metho-
dist church under direction of Mrs.
Peter Fields, wife of the pastor, and
other ladies of the congregation. A
fine program has been prepared, con-
sisting of many musical and literary
features, and the entire public is
cordially invited to attend.
The outline is as follows:
The Merry-Makers 
...... 
..Orchestra, Male Quartette.
Recitation Joe Farnsley
Solo—My God, My Father... ...
 
Ernest Bell
Piano Unfit Bessie Smedley
and h'ere Smith.
Cornet Solo Roy Bonds with
Orchestra Accompaniment.
Solo—The Children's Home..
ha Cully.
Piano Solo Vera Smith.
Chorus• • • The Miller
Recitation,..... ...... Mr Desberger.
Soto—The Chimney Corner 
 
Mary Lewis Fields
Hearts Courageous—Orchestra 
 
Joe Farnsley and Roy Bonds
Piano Duett—IL Trosatore.
Recitation ...... ....Mt. De aberge r
' Duette-The Lord Is My Shephard
..s. . ....Mary Lewis Fie*, awl
Frank Woolridge.
Ssie.--The Better Land ...Mee .Bele
Double Quartette
Solo--A Decant  Mr. Polk
Pantomime  Joe Farsley
C'anSiatia 
. ...Orchestra
Misalon 1ociety klectiost. •
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway Methodist church has
elected its officers who are to serve
during the coming year, as follows:
President—Mrs. J. K. Greer,
First Vice President—Mrs. Charles
Johnson.
Second Vice Pre,ident--Mrs. Cor-
nelia Piles.
Third Vice President--Mrs. WReed
Recording Secretary—Mrs Robert
Lane.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. F.
R. Cunningham.
Treasurer—Mrs. F. M. McGlathery.
Mrs. John U. Robinson was desig-
elated as agent for the mission paper.
4INIMEO.M11
German Evangelical.
Rev. Williarn Bourquin of the Ger,
mart Evangelical church of South
Fifth street will preach this morning
on "A Great Feast," while at the
evening hour his theme will be "The
Sixth Commandment." He and wife
returned yesterday from Chicago.
Chrlatian Science..
•-Mind- is the subject for this
morning's worshid at to:30 o'dlock by
the Christian Scientists at their hall,
527 1-2 Broadway, Sunday school 'oc-
curs at 9:30 o'clock this 'morning, and
prayer service at 7:30 ,,'clock nett
Wednesday evening
Grace Episcopal.
"The Temptation of Christ" will be
the theme for this morning's sermon
-by Rector David Wright at Grace
church. Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons at 4:30 o'clock, and Wednes-
day and Friday evenings at 7:30
o'clock, services will be conducted
during the Lenten period.
Christian Chapel.
Rev. W. T. Boaz preaches at the
West Tennessee street Christian
chapel at tr o'clock this morning an(
7:30 o'clock tonight.
German Lutheran. "
Rev. Bente of St. Louis will preaclel
today and tonight at the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth.
Word is Idaily expected from Rev.
1‘41-. Hamm of St. Louis, who has
been called to take pastoral charge
of the congregation.
Woman's Horse Mission.
The Woman's notate Milton'so-
SELL PROPERTY
OF REAKOPF
REFEREE BAGBY TAXES UP
THIS QUESTION FEB-
RUARY 38.
JOHN ROBERTS MT FILE
SCHEDULE BY FEBRUARY 23
MARCH 6 SET AS DATE TO DE-
CLARE DIVIDEND IN HOB-
SON CASE.
The Creditors of Max Jay Michelson
Will Meet February 27 to
Elect Their Trustee.
'Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court yesterday issued notice to the
creditors of the E. Rehitopf individual
bankruptcy case, informing them that
Truittee A. E. Boyd had lodged with
the referee a petition asking for au-
Overate to sell all.the personal and
real property of Mr. Rehkopt so the
roomy can be taken- to pay off the
cla'ims against the estate. The refe-
ree directed the crrditors to appear
February a8 and offer what objection
Oise- may have to disposal of the
preiperty, and if no valid exceptions
east, there will be %issued the neces-
sary order empowering the trustee to
sell the interests. Mr. Rehkopf con-
tintes s-cry low with heart trouble
and the doctors are uneasy about
tint. Pending his recovery nothing
can be done toward, personally ex-
anat,ing him regarding his Indebted-
a- i and property holdings.
John R. Roberts* Case.
Judge Walter Evans of the United
.*.tes court at Louisville has declar-
ed John R. Roberts a bankrupt, and
pewit the litigation to Referee Bag-
el of the Paducah branch of the
wart. The bankrupt is the dry goods
i 306011 merchant of 325 
Broad-
y who made an assignment sev-
eral weeks ago, and about the same
tin* his creditors lodged their pc-
Iaeon before Judge Evan's, 
asking
that Roberts be forced into bank
-
;Arta'1d Failey was named as
-
311.31Ce 1% ilk 11 GIL' assignment was
ma& but as the federal tribunal lid-
, natiOn supersedes the assigment, the
as.sfh-tiee has done nothing. Yester-
day the referee issued an order di-
recting Roberts to file by February
23 his schedule, showing what he is
north and bow much he owes.
The referee issued a similar order
for W. D. Melton of Bandana, direct-
ing him to also file hie schedule by
that date, his creditors basing forced
him into bankruptcy.
- -
Hobson Dividend.
Mardi 6 has been set by the referee
as the time for declaring another div-
idend in the John B. Hobson bank-
rept case for benefit of tbe creditors.
Mr. Bagby cites the creditors that
the dividend will be declared if on
that date no legal objection is offer-
ed. Hobson was formerly deputy cir-
tuit clerk, and money due him from
his late father's estate thas been paid
by the circuit court into the bank-
rupt court for distribution among his
eeeditnes, •
110.111110.11m1.
CrecSto.rs rust Meeting.
The referee yesterday ordered the
cieditors of Max Jay Michelson to
appear at the COOft (ACC February
27 and file their claims, also take up
the question of selecting a trustee to
have charge of Michelson's business
while it is being wound up in the
court, preparatory to paying off the
claimants.
PLANK WALK.
1Laborers Completed the Temporary
Walkway on Nineteenth Street.
—
The street department employes
yesterday afternoon finished the long
plank walk laid on Nineteenth street
from old Clinion road down to near
Broadway, and now the residents of
that section have a fine temporary ar-
rangement on which to walk. The
walkway is 3,30o feet in length and
obviates the neZessity of the people
waling in the mad out that way as
they have done since the traction peo-
ple dug up the thoroughfare for their
new rails.
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist
choral will meet Monday at 2:30
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. J.
C. geavie of Fourteenth an" Trimbte
streets. - •
- 
---
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MAY 2ND SET AS DATE FOR
THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
This Was the Date Chosen, But Another Meeting May
Be Necessary to Ratify This Action on Account of
a Quorum not Being in Attendance Last
Night- - - Committee Named.
The city democratic committee met
:ass evening at the city hall and se-
iesited May 2 as the date for holding
the primary at which the democratic
party will select its candidates for
the municipal offices to be filled at
the general election next November.
Judg'ing from expressions of some of
the committeemen though, another
meeting may be held to ratify the
date designated last evening, or
change it. The date is all right, but
far fear the fact that a quorum vras
not present last evening may have
some bearing on the legality of the
primary and a contest arise, some de-
sire another gathering to confirm the
date in order to prevent any defeated
candidate or other from contesting
the validity of the primary.
Chairman Al Berry, of the commit-
tee, was out of the city and Judge
David A. Cross was selected to pre-
side, while Committeeman Thomas
P Orr, Mr. Barney Kavanaugh of the
News-Democrat and Mr. Robert
Withelm of The Register, were m-
ice:eti as the secretaries.
hc roll call showed that of the
eighteen members of the city com-
mittee there were present Edward C.
Faker, George Bondurant, Mann W'.
Clerk, Thomas B. Orr, James P.
te!ceth, Milus Stewart, Charles Smed•
Icy, James N. Lang, Tom Harrison,
and Gus Rogers. This made ten, and
Chairman Cross stated the object of
tin gathering was to select the time
and manner ef the democrats warning
their candidates.
Member Lang moved that a primary
be held, and this was adopted by the
entire vote. et teeing provided the
primary was to be conducted unde
ti:e party law. On a date being ca'
ed for Mtry a was elms** by all vot‘ •
eXcept that of Mr. Lang nho wasitcU,
anothei date.
it was thin ordered that when the
regular chairman returned to ON ribby ,.c.IrCt 4. (.:fnstrittee of five
to include Munch% to base thc bal-
lots printed, select the prennct elec-
tion officer'', arrange for the booths,
figure out what assesment each can-s
dilate will have to pay as his part
oi the expense attached to the pri-
riary. and in fact this committee-will
nake all arrangements, including
stipulation of on what date the en-
tries shall be closed.
Acting Chairman Cross then in-
formed the committee that the party
law provided that when a member of
the committee announced for pub-
office, that by virtue of this line
annoencement, he disqoalified him-
self from sitting on the committee,
therefore there were two vacancies
existing. by Tom Hartivon announc-
iog he would run for mayor, he being
the committeeman from the Nort
h
Side of the court house, arid by Mann
W. Clark announcing himself as 
a
candidate for city jailer, he being the
Plow Factory ccernmitteeman. The
commfttee then re oommeradled that
James P. Segenfelter be the new
member for the Noeth Side of the
court house and Officer Scott Fer-
guson succeed Mr. Clark as the Plow
Factory member. Clint Boaz, the
Kirkpatrick precinct COITYMI tt c em a n
died recently, and a vacancy occurr-
ing there, the committee recommend-
ed that Harry George take his place
.
These three recommended by the
city comtreittee to Clem 5. Whitte-
more. Who is the First congressional
member of the state een tr a I demo-
cratic committee, and who selects all
the committeemen for cities of the
first and second class in tIts congres-
sional district, according to the party
laW.
Dr. W. J. Bass waft committeeman
from Kirlopatrick's, but when he
moved out of that precinct Clint Boaz
succeeded him, and the letter dying,
Harry George is now recommended.
Dr. Bass was secretary of the entire
committee, and as he no longer is
qualified to serve on account 'of hi
s
residenee removal, Committeeman
Thomas B. Orr was last night made
permanent secretary.
This being all the haziness before
the body last night the committee ad-
iourned, but afterwards it deeeloped 
that the body had met and called
the primary without there being pre,:
ent a quorum, without which the
party law says no business 'can be
transacted. The lave disqualifies any
committeeman the moment he an-
nounces for office. Tom Hertison
and Mann Clark annOttnced.for their
t•-•
respectise sonic c.o. ago,
therefore at the date of announcement
were committeemen no longer. The
entire committee has eighteen mem-
bers, therefore a gasolene which is a
majority, is ten. Harrison and Clark
voted last night for the date for the
primary, the balance of the committee
overlooking at the time that they had
n° yoke in the matter. no longer
heing colmnitteemen; With them ex-
cluded from voting, only eight com-
mitteemen were id-attendance, and
this ie not a quorum,
therefore setting the date and all
other business was not legally teen--
acted, and cannot tee without the ten.
All ere satisfied with the date, Nit
sonic of the comatitteemen said, on
this oversight being pointed out to
them, that another meeting would
doubtless be held to ratify, with the
legal quorum present, the action of
last tiveiiing. Some of the members
fear that candidates running for the
same office may have cast for them a
vote nearly a tie, and a conteet arise
with result that some aspirant may
raise the point that the primary was
not legal on account of being called
without a quorum present. For fear
someone may take advantage of this,
the second session will be ,called,
probably, to ratify last night's work.
At the primary the democrats will
select from the many aspiring in each
race, the party candiate for mayor4
city treasurer, city clerk, city jailer,
city erighteer. city 21StSlit.T, council.
aide-num and school-board.
,ovEnou OF
LAUDANUM TAKEN
' MISS MAMIE HERN OF SOUTH
• ELEVENTH HAD NAR-
ROW ESCAPE,
Accidentally Took To Much While
Easing Nerfonsness--Rdward Mc-
. Whirter's Narrow Escape .
Miss Mamie Hem n st7 • South
Eleventh street tame near dying ISM
evening on account of an overdose
of laudanum shc accidentally took to'
ease the nervous pains with which
she suffers. Ilia- escape was a narrow
one, but she resting well this
morning.
The young lady suffers from nerv-
ous hysteria very often, and has been
accustomed to taking small doe --
this rime to relieve her suffering
Last evening. sflortly after 6 o'clock,
she accidentally got to much of the
drug and was in a seriotec condition
by the time City Physician. Harry
Williamson arrived. He immediately
resorted to the stomach pump and
after several hours' hard work
brought her around safely.
She is about twenty-three years of
age and daughter cel Mrs. Virginia
Hem--
Art•ther Landarnue Case.
F...cfward, the two-year-old son of
Mr. Edward McWitirter of 1615
Tennessee street, was all right yes-
terday after a narrow escape from
death the day before by getting hold
of a bottle si laudanam. A vial of
this druitsfriat-aftting on a chair, and
the parents thought it was out of the
little felow's way, but he climbed up,
got the bottle and gulped down the
contents. iirtfieh renafered unicorn-
scions for several hAtrs,
WILLIAMS FOUND.
Wanted in Investigation Being Made
Into Mining Company's Use
of Maas.
I )(Tut). U. S. gat-shall Wade
Brown has discovered that the sup-
posedly R. S. Williams wanted, be-
fore ,the United States grand jury at
Caren% City, Nevada, is in reality C.
R. Williams, of Fulton, and notice
has been served on the latter, who
says the jury out there is investigating
the alleged fraudulent use of the
mails by a mining company, and his
evidence is needed. The notice for
the witness being sent the deputy
here, he thotinht his man lived in
Paducah. •
"Ii.
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Mrs. Campbell's Death.
Paducah the past week lost one of
its most cultured, popular and leading
ladies, Airs. Bettie Fowler Campbell,
whose dissolution sank deep-seated
wiel into the hearts of many.
The. Magazine dub, of which she
was president, adopted the following
resolutions, drafted by the committee
selected by the vice-preeident, Mie. J.
Campbell Flournoy:
The ladies of the Magazine club
feeling a per:oeal loss in the passing
away of their beloved president, Mrs.
Itertie Fowler Campbell, wish to ex-
press their love and appreciation.
Therefore, be it resolved., That the
Vacancy caused by her death will be
most difficult to fill, and the club will
ever be poorer from the loss of her
eounsel aod guidance.
Resolved. That her womanly grace,
her charm of manner and mind, were
3 constant inspiration to the club.
Resolved, That as a mark of respect
to her the Maczazine club discontinue
meetings during the Lenten sea-
eon.
Reselved. That the secretary be in-
structed to record these resolutions
on the minutes of the club and that
an engrossed copy be delivered to the
bereaved family,
MISS ANNA VEBB,
MIS. F. L. SCOTT,
MRS. CHARLES WHEELER,
Committee.
(hi account of the death of Mrs.
Campbell the following social affairs
were called in' The meeting intend-
ed by the Kalesophic club last Friday
with NUs3 'Elizabeth Sinnott. of North
Ninth; the gatherng. intended by the
• Entre Nem, club last Thursday after-
teem n-ith Miss Ethel Brooks. of
North Sesciitli; the entertainment in-
tended for last Friday evening by the
Church Furnishing society at the First
Christian church: the George Wash-
ingeou birthday patriotic luncheon by
the 1):welters of the .‘trerican Revo-
lution. February es. with Mrs. Hub-
bard %Yell-, of the Empire tiats; the
Matinee Musical club meeting of next
‘Vtelneolay at Grace parish house;
the Flower Carnival rehearsals of yes-
tertley .at the Eagles' Home, on Sixth
and Broadway while the Delphic club
did mit meet last Tuesday on account
oi her illnees at that time, the death
occurring etterwarde. and there %sae
&leo oostponed the tea intended for
last Ttiesday by the Charity club at
the home on North Ninth wee:
Mrs. George C. Wallace.
Mill& Club Resolutions.
The Delphic club, has adopted the
following resolutions, in memory ofs
, • Mr:. Campbell, one of is most ace
ttve associates:
The Delphic club deploring the
lose by deatii of one of its most be-
• loeed members. Mts. Bertie Fowler
• fl:` Campbell. hereby expresses its sincere
sorrow, therefore be it
- Resolved. That her capable work.
!. ready response to duty and faithful
.nttenelance made her one o jibe club',
most %elute! member'.
Res 1s ed. That her memory will he
• therished with tenderness and love,
and her example will ever he an in
to the club.
a. Resnlved, That the seeretary be
instructed to record' these resolutions
on the minutes of the chili and that
a copy by &betted to the bereaved
evening by Dr. and Mrs. Otho Powell
of Fourth and Monroe streets, with a
delightful Affair participated in by
quite a number of friends. The beau-
tiful apartments were decorated with
valentine hearts and other arrange-
ments that were indicated also on
the score cards and throughout the
tempting luncheon served.
There were five tables filled with
card players, who passed many happy
hours as guests of the charming
couple, who were aesi-ted in receiving
by Mrs. T. M. Powell, of Princeton,
and Mrs. Mollie Gracey, of San Fran-
cisco, Cal.
—a—
Informal Gathering.
Miss l'slattie Belle Clinard, of South
Sixth street, had a number of friends
as her guests Monday evening at an
informal social that was a source of
much enjoyment to all. games and re-
freshments being indulged in.
The guests were: Misses Margaret
Laveau, Henrietta Earnhardt. Ila
Earnhardt, Ethel Harper, Juliette
Pace, Ellen Mansfield. Ether Bam-
berger, Pansy Clark, Tansy Clark and
Flossie Clark; Messrs. John Thomp-
son, Henry Pulliam, Joe Pace, Yciscr
Morgan, Charles Thompson, Dezzra
Thurman and \Veil Rodfus.
_
Evergreen Circle Dante.
The Red Men's hall, on North
Fourth street, was filled with several
hundred happy dancers Thursday
evening indulging in the ball given
by Evergreen Circle. Woodmen of the
Wbrld. The deliehtful diversion did
not come to a close until early the
following interning.
March Society Affair.
The ladiee of the Church Furnish-
ing society ot the First Christian
church will select for >time time this
week the date on which they will iris
their :ntertainment that was post-
poned from last Friday evening on
account of the death of Mrs. Bertie
Fowler Campbell. The programme
fur the affair will be as fiAlowi:
Trio—Miss Mary Bondurant.
Clark end Robert 13ondurant.
e Vocal solo—Mr. Richard Scott.
3. Recitations—Miss Julia Dabney.
4. Instrumental duet—Miss Ada
Brazeltnn and Mrs. George II. Hart.
5. Vocal solo—Mr. Emmet Bagby.
6. Vuartette—Mrs. Lela
Miss Mamie Dreyfuen Meas:s. Em-
nacit Bagby and Curtis Polk.
7. Vocal solo—Miss Dryfue•.
It. lescitation—Miee Brooks Smith
n. Vocal solo — Mr s. Lela W.
Lewis.
io. V. .cal solo, with violin and
piano accompaniment s—M r. Curtis
Polk.
Cornet -olo—Robert Itordto
rant.
Entertained Lutheran League.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt, ttf
Harahan boulevard, had the Lutheran
Social League as their vneste Tue.-
day evening and a tine time was en-joyed. It was a "bubble narty.- and
the first prize event to Miss Annie
Ilundeaman. that for the gentleman to
Mr. Gus Wleirnan and the booby to
Miss Ida Nieman.
Twenty-four guests were present
and a delicious luncheon partaken oi
during the evening.
The Charity Tex.
MRS. A. R. MEYERS. The Charity club will sct a date
MRS. GEO. C. WALLACE. this if next week for the tea post-
SIRS. F. T.. SCOTT. potted from lag Tuesday at Mrs.
MRS. R B. PHILLIPS. George C. Wallace's home. on North
Committee. Ninth. on account of the illness that
*--. resulted in Mrs. Campbell's death.
Valentine Entertainment. •
jolly time was had by a party
trti young people who were entertained
Thursday evening by Mr. and Mrs.
A. Peck of 5.2i North Sixth street,
with a Valentine party at their home
where several happy hours were
filed eney at stamen music and par-
taking of dainty delicacies.
Thoee !here were: Misses -Della
Nichels. Bessie Watts, Irene Rodfus,
Jessie Gott, Myrtle Hover, Emma
Smotherman. Stella Ross, Daisy
Bryan. Hattie Ross, Ruth McCool,
Pearl Daesing, Mrs. Scott, Mrs. Ruby
Vaughn, Mr. and MTS. M. I Lynch.
Runert Robertson, Owen Robertson,
INAk 13V rd. Athel Robertson, WNII
Straub. Walter Sanders. Charles Sane
tiers. Arch lionscholcler. Will Porter
and Len Marin.
Church Vale-tine Affair.
The ladicc of the Lone Oak Nletlio-
0-is/ church had a huge crowd as
thier guests Thursday evening at the•
residence of Professor and Mrs. A. M.
Racrsdele of that section, three miles
beyond Arcadia. the form of enter-
ment being a Valentine party.
The hospitable home was adorned
ettractivelv with appropriate decorat
lionc. while beltrtbc Were arra need
-profuse with Valentine features; and
at one coffee was served, chocolate
at another, and lemonade at the third.
while home-mad" and other candies
were distanced of. A fine program
was renclAred (1,,.,,,v tile evon:sicr, 3,1(1
the charming affair indulged in by
many, including quite a number who
ent out from the
So^onil Anniversary.
iceonsl ern re of their
riac'w1IS ickbr3:C.1 Thureday
When given the programme will be as
follows:
Vocal solo—Miss Julia Scott.
Vocal solo—Mrs. ames Wcille.
Vocal solo—Mr. Richard. Scott.
Instrumental duet—Miss Ada% Braz
eiton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
Vocal solo—Miss Anne Bradshaw.
Vocal solo—Mt. Polk.
Instrumental solo— Miss Mary
Scott.
Voce! solo—Mr. Robert Scott.
Dance for Visitors.
Me;sys, Joseph Fisher and George
Holliday entertained quite a number
of friends Monday evening with one
of their charming dances at the
Eagles' Home. at Sixth, and Broad-
way, it being in honor of Misses Anna
Thompson and Shelby Wise, of Gol-
conda, III.
Charming Wooden Wedding Event.
The be-a-mine residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Martin of Twelfth and
Meteroe was the scene of a handsome
entertainment they accorded theirf-iende Teeeeiee evenine. comeirenen-
tary to the fifth anniversary of their
marriage and the home swarmed
with happy guests enjoying tne many
amusements arranged for their direr-
by the popular host and hostess.
Being of a valentine idea, decora-
tions of an appropriate nature were
in evidence, the color scheme being
red and brown, and very attractive.
The folding door porfiers dividing the
reception and dining halls. were made
of hearts of red strung together.
while above were miniature bells in
red, topping the word "Martin."
Red hearts were everywhere on the
curtains and from the chandeliers evening :it 'her home where a mostthey al taso drooped in iatcl:y inazv:. Pleasant evening was whiled away,
The irecepien Amin entrance was
dieped in herts, forming the num-
bers tgoe-igoe, indicative of the
length of the couple's happy marital
career.
Suspended from the dinig room
chandelier, was a beautiful chariot
made of red carnations, while droop-
ing from the hands of Cupid were
red ribbons extending to the table
that was1 adorned with red shaded
candles in the candelabra.
The ladies were clothed in cos-
tumes representing standard books
while the garb of the gentlemen indi-
cated popular songs, and a delightful
feature was the guessing contest at
which eacth attempted to tell what
book or song the respective costumes
were representatives of. For this
the ladies' prize went to Mrs. L A
Albritton. and that for the gentleman
to Mr. John Davis. Mr. Davis also
captured the prize for placing proper
ly together the valentines clipped to
pieces and mixed up.
The luncheon serveo was of many
renehed dishes and enjoyed Immense
ly. For the march to the dining hal
each selected the'r pa-titer in a vere
pretty manner, the gentlemen haying
relined on their coat lapels hearts
holding a question, while the lade.
had hearts holding question answers,
and the woman whose heart answered
the gentleman's question, became his
partner.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin were the re-
ceiSents of many handsome wooden
p-esents. About forty guests were
thcre, including out-of-town visitors
of Mrs. Charles Carney Miss Agnes
C..rney, Mra R. E. Johnson and Mrs.
Marianna Mayes of Mayfield, Ky.
Schwarz-Losb.
Miss Minnie Skliwarz of Oklahoma
City, and Mr. Sydney Loeb of Padu-
cah, were married lest Thursday at
the residence of the bride, the nuptials
being quite a social event, Mr.' Jesse
Loeb, brother of the groom, officiat-
ing as best man. After the wedding
the happy pair left for New York.
Washington, D. C.. and other Eastern
points which they are visiting now on
dun. bridal tour. They arrive here
March i to take up their home at
the Loeb residence on Filth and
Broad ea)
Richardacn-lones.
%Vali much pleasure will friend
receive the announcement that March
3 Miss Katie Lee Richardson of th••
city and Mr. Oscar B. Jones of Sae
Bernardino. Cal., will be united iii
marriage at the First Baptist church
in this rity. Re‘. Calein M. Thompson
officiating.
The nuptials will unite teo popiolar young people, after a long andinteresting courtship. The daintybride is the cultured and beloveldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Riche
erdarin tef South Third street, and is
a sweet young %% °Mali held in hie:
estimation by everybody.
The groom is a Paducah boy who
went West a number of years ago andis now aseoeiated with his brother,
Mr. Harry Jones, in the photographic
!simply business at San Bernardino
Mr. Jones is a son of the late E. BJones. and when the father died in
office as circuit clerk, Mr. Ozear Jones
tilled out the unexpired term. The
groom later became bookkeeper forthe American
-German National hank.but about nine years ago went %Vest
on account of his 'health, lie is a
most excellent young man, progres-
sive in business, and very popular
Immediately after the nuptial% the
couple go to San Bernardino to re-
side.
—a—
Deiphic Cub
No meeting will be held by theDelphic club Tuesday morning be-
cause cf the death of Mrs. Bertie F.Campbell, who was a charter member.
The Kalesonhic Club.
Miss' Elizabeth Sinnott of NorthNinth, will have The Kalesnphic clubto meet with her Friday morning.
—4—
Reading Circle Session,
The Catholic...Reading circle gath-
ered Monday evening at the residenceof Ares. John VeCreary at 503 Hara-han boulevard and conducted one oftheir ?rimmed and instructive dis-
cussions regarding the books they are
studying. The club is composed ofthirty-six members who have selectedthat number of Catholic books, whichthey read, and at the monthly ses-
sions the volumes are passed fromone member to another. One monthis allowed each reader for perusal ofthe book in the reader's hands
Evening at Larkin Horne.
Miss Bessie Larkin of Cincinnatiand Miss Koertz of Owensboro werethe visitors honored with a charmingparty Monday evening at the resi-dence of Misses Anna and EllaLarkin of South Sixth street, wherethe former two are visiting. .
The hospitable home was adorned
with decorations of green and red,
while the guests utilized six tablesin playing euchre, during which thefirst prize for ladies went to MissBelle Ford, and the first for gentle-men to Dr. J. D. Bacon. Miss BessieLarkin and Mr. Harry Hank captutedthe booby gifts.
A tempting course luncheon wasindulged in during the gathering.
Charming Valentine Event,
Miss Myrtle Griffin of Joel SouthThird street entertained friends witha happy Valentine party Thursday
The guests were: Misses Erma
Draffen, Mary Easley, Goldie Peeples,
Nora Haines, Cordie Oliver, Myrtle
Mills, Theo Story, Carrie Oliver, Beu-
lah Tucker, Maggie McHenry and
Myrtle Griffin, Messrs. George Keller,
Charley Zeiss, Men Draffen, Ruford
Waldrop, Gus Bichon, Herman Hea-
ren, Cecil Shaffer, Guy Woodford,
John Ezsly, Orby Griffith.
Church Valentine Party.
The Junior Christian Endeavor so-
ciety of the Kentucky avenue Pres-
byterian church had many friends to
gather with them Thursday evening
at the church lecture room and passed
several happy hours at a party ten-
dered complimentary to St. Valen-
tine day.
Circle Tacky Party.
The, members of Evergreen Circle,
Wendt-nen of the World. enjoyed an
amusing tacky party Monday evening
at the residence of Mrs. William
Greenhalgh of goo Brunson avenue.
Amusements and diversions galore
were participated in be the deliehted
guests. Mrs. Daniel Hays capturing
the prize offencd for the most unique
aarb, while for the peanut guessing
ensneet the gift went to Mrs. Daniel
Perry,:
—0—
General Morgan Monument.
Mts. Gardner Gilbert has been se-
lected chairman of the committee se-
lected by the Paducah chapter,
Daughters of the Confederacy, to
arrange for a fund to be raised here
and contributed to the general col-
lection that will be devoted to erect-
ing a handsome monument at Lexing-
ton. Ky., for General John H. Mor-
gan. The movement is 'headed by
the Confederate daughters of Ken-
tucky.
P. D. C. Clu,b.
Miss Marjorie Losing of Monroe
street entertained in a most attractive
manner The P. D. C club yesterday
afternoon many of the young girl,
being there
For Visiting Ladies.
Miss Mary Ea•lev of 1J011 lacauln
street had a number of friends as her
viteste Friday evening to enjoy a
benne soda; tendered conwilimentary
to Misses Currie and Curdle Oliver
of I >ycushincr. Many attractive
tames were indillaed in, followed
with tempting dainties.
The Woinfn's Club.
The Woman's club will have its
le:one's meeting at tem o'clock next
Thersdey afternuon at Grace church
parish house, but tin account of the
tieath ei Mrs. Bertie F. Campbell
the onen session in charge of the
Art Denartment has been postponed
until March 1.
SPY GLASS uovrislF.RS
FOR WIFE IN SUIT
- -
Produces Witeent Whc Used Field
Glass to Detect Husband at
Long Distance.
Pittsburg. Feb. tti.—.A new methix;
of detecting marital infelicity was re-
vealed in common pleas court today.
The plan was discovered by re-.idents
along the 1.igh bluff overlooking the
Ohio river and extending westward
from lower Allegheny. The net:
4chcmc to gather evidence for a di-
vorce Case is to follow the suspect: to
the river hank and then, perched on a
convenient lookout, watch through
meld glasses.
Mts. Claudia Geer Van Pelt, who is
seeking a divorce from her husband.
Arthur Cattrell Van Pelt, produced
witnesses who declare they saw from
a distance of 1,5oo feet her hueband in
company with a woman known as
Mrs. N. R. Lewis. The witnesses were
on the north side of the Ohio river?
,while Van Pelt and Mrs. Lewis weredescribed as being together on the
opposite banks
Mrs. Van Pelt is well known in
Allegheny and Bellevue and alwaystook a great interest in social affairs,She is remarried as one of the prettiest
women of that section.
Attached to the affidavits is a photo
crranh of Mrs. Lewis attired in ablouse and a pair of soldier's trousers
Her heart is stermeninted by a laree
Ronerh Rider hat and in her hand shebat a small revolver.
Mrs. Van Pelt testified that she andher husband went to Youngstown to
ere married and that after their returnfrom the famous gretna green he
went to Philadelphia to resume
i collPge. She staved at herfather's home in Bellevue until March
r. iSore At this titre he was twenty
yens old and she nineteen years.Witten at their home on Orchard ave-
nue. Mrs. Van Pelt testified, her hus-band seldom came home at 6 o'clockfor dinner and very often came homelate at eieht drunk, abusing her and
her children.
GOV. CAMPBELL SUMS
Ss,000 WHISKEY BILL
Austin. Tex., Feb. O.—The an-
nouncement yesterdity that Gov
Campbell has signed the bill imposing
a tax of $5,000 for each office deliver-
ing C. 0. D. shipments of liquor in
local option districts, has occasioned
'an order from the express companiesdoing business in the state prohibiting
time future handling of such merchan-
dise. This order is made only under
protest by the express companies, aeit is feared that any interstate ship-
ment will not come under the pro-
vision of this law and that its non-
delivery will make the express coin -1 eies lieb'e f‘er damages
Skirts
We will continue the sale of -"those
beautiful $8 ski/ ts $5.-913
!Monday
Remember they are the newest New
York make. in Panama c'oth and
other new material. Black?, blues
and other colors.
$5.98
Ogilvie's
Suit Department.
This month's Butterick Patterns
are 10c and 15c—none higher. 
)
Big 13argains in
Wall gaper
Now is the time to Buy
Wall paper
Wt have the largest tine of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most atriking prices
picture
frames
6
0 Picture
0 frames
c. c. Lee
your picture frames
315 13RORDW1y
Abram L. Well ac Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, We'll...lability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
OffIliee Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 7211
Matta, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
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But let the crowds mile. This store has the goods. The new 1907 merchandise has the novelties
---has the
wanted sturdy merchandise--all priced at prices to make it to your interest to buy everything here.
It you don't buy Muslin
Underwear here during
this sale you'll miss the
best opportunity ot the
year.
WOMEN'S COATS AND SUITS
We give you another chance to
save money on high class coats and
Cults.
The values at $3.50, $445. $6.96
aad $9.89 are something startling.
SPRING SKIRTS.
A February sale of New Spring
Skirts.
They are the new and beautiful
Voiles, Panamas and other stylish
fabrics. Priced very low for such
splendid qualities. Both women and
misses.
LOVELY SPRING
STYLISH WAIST'S.
The beaudiul white lawns at 75c,
$f, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, $1.75 and
$2.
Charming silk waists at $1.95,
$2.25, $2.65.
$4-50.
$2-85, Es, $3.50, $4,
NEW WOOL SPRING
DRESS GOODS.
The whole dress goods department
brightens up with new spring dress
goods. They are beautiful, lovely and
temptingly priced.
SHOE DEPARTMENT.
We have a few shoes and rubbers
left and a handful of clothing that
we would be delighted to show you.
NEW GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
The new grocery department is
growing bigger and better each week.
Harbour's Department Store NORTH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
PEANUT PEOPLE ACCUSED OF MANY ATTEND IJUSI'S CASE
MAINTAINING A NUISANCE THE FUNERAL WENT OVER
\VARRANT GOTTEN OUT AGAI
COMPANY YESTERDAY BY
LIAMS AND WILLIAM HOD
DUST AND DIRT COMING
TERS OVER EVERYTHING
MARGARET KETTLER CLAI
TRIED TO DEFRAUD HER 0
OF FIVE CHARGED WITH G
MONEY—POLICE BUSINESS.
Southern Peanut company of
rst and WUshington streets was
%aranted yesterday by Judjo Cross,
•of the police court on the charge r
maintaining a nuisance. The ease
come up tomorrow in the court. the
i.eosecuting witnesses being Chief
Vt.:enter Holmes (if the
eater works plant, Stipitintrnident
Mike 1Nilliams of the Illarilloc ways
:lad William Hodge
The marine ways and water plate
ere on corner, across from the pea-
:tut company, and these parties men-
tioned Hein that the nuisance the
4 a :.nut people maintain is in the na-
teprt of permitting dust to fly ova
• the entire neighb,abeiod, to the great
ileosisenience of the stir' unding pen-
4
Pte.
The ;seance company buys goobers
takes them to the First and Wash-
isistrin we-et factor", where they are
put through a cleaning process. Duet
irons the hull accumulates in large
otsautities. and this flies out 41( the
UMW into open air where it s4 car-
est into the houses and buildings
atioulat there. Mr. Holmes says be
has to keep his doors and windows
v'oectl at hi. residence across the
strict the year round, and then no
s,rsoil is done. as the clouds of dust
ieet inside the residence through the
creeks of the doors and windows,
hence7 constant sweeping in the home
•has to be kept up to keep it clean.
e• he employes aud officials over at
ihe marine ways contend that some
time. the dust and dirt flying out of
the peanut factory is so thick it
chokes and blinds them to the extent
they cannot work (Irb the barges and
hoate up on the railway plant for
r.-pair, or reconstruction.
Mr. Holmes filed a ninjunction suit
against the peanut company in the
c-reuit courtelast year and the con-
'ern put in some machines that re-
Leved the dusty conditions Jo a cer-
tain extent. but tlicy are now as bad
.4 ever, so the complainants state.
Mr. Holmes has a suit for 32,500 dam-
ages pending now in the circle: court
ageinst the peanut concern.
Board Bill Warrant.
eine Uargaret Kettler the board-
jug keeper of South Third near
s Veashington street, yesterday had a
warrant issued charging Harry .'ields
with attempting to defraud her out
(.f a board bill of ea .eo. The offi-
cers arrested Field, who put up bond
equal to the amount of the board bill
and was then released until tomor-
row'. when his. case Will be tried in
the police court. Field is a yaung
fellow who came here six weeks ago
from the south. He is the young
fellow noticeable on the streets with
hie nose swathed in bandages and
court plaster covering a badly mashed
probiscie, hurt during a wreck down
in Mississippi. He had been stop-
ping with Mrs. Kettler for Nile over
-tyc r weeks.
11100•••••••..../
Charged With Robbery.
Rodney Perkins, Ed Brown. Dora
Lary, Beulah Caldwell and 'Herman
I ander, all colored, were arrested
eesterday on the charge of robbing
Bud McKnight, colored, of $as Fri-
day night. McKnight claims he went
to the house occupied by one of the
and the crowd wag there. Ile
Nine to sleep and when he it eke up
4.csterclay moralists the •was
TeST THE SOUTHERN PEANUT
JOHN HOLMES, MICHAEL WIL-
GE, WHO CLAIM THAT THE
FROM THE FACTORY SCAT-
IN THE COMMUNITY—MRS.
MS THAT HARRY FIELDS
UT OF BOARD BILL—CROWD
ETTING BUD M' KNIGHT'S
110.0.0...40111,01
gone. and he had a arrant.. ...lied
agt.iist all uf them
Assaulted and Robbed.
(Marl,. Shelby, colored. reported
tu the officers yesterday that the ev-
emelt before he cashed his Illinois
Central railroad pay check for • In,
and while walking along Washington
mar Seventh street, someone assault-
ed tom from behind. knocking him
in the bead with some blunt instru-
ment. He was felled, 'lie pockets
rated, and money taken. Ile got sip
arid staggered home after the high-
setaynien decamped Ile lives on Sev-
enth between .edano Ind Jaelcson
streets.
Bad
BEAUTIFUL FLORAL DESIGNS
LAID UPON GRAVE OF
MRS. CAMPBELL.
Remains of Mr. Kelly Sublette Were
Shipped Yesterday to Rock-
port, Ky.
An enormous crowd of friends eath
crcd yesterday and paid their last
tribute of respect to Mrs. Bettie Fow-
ler Campbell, the ceremonies occur-
ring at the residence on Broadway
near Seventh street, followed with in-
terment at Oak Grove cemetery. The
cortege following the remains was
very long and the floral designs were
very beautiful and entirely covered
the conetery Itit where the body was
consigned to rest
Remains Shipped.
The remains of Mr. Kelly Stablet!e
Were shipped yesterday morning to
Rockport, Ky., where they will be in-
terred. Ile is the young man who
Language was brought here from Horton, Ky .Used.
Kube rt ttak. coloredwas arrested where he was employed as a concrete,
yesterday by Officers Johnson and worker for the Illinois Central rail-
on the charge of using profane wad: He passed away at the railroad,
language towards Lee Story bosiiital re.
Taken Overland
Females Have Scrap.
Jose Ligon and Grace Cole', col-
ored, engaged in a fight at Eleventh
arid Caldwell etreete last night, and
•were arrested by Officer Aaron hut-
Warrant Dog Owners.
ellen-row Chief Jame% Collins
siert, the officers to work taking the
name of the owner of every unlicen-
sed dog in the city, and warrants will
be issued against those owning the
canines. The city charges Si yearly
fur anyone to own a mate dog. and
ee yearly for females. Thousands
of canines are in Paducah, but lie-
ens-ee paid on only about tivents-five.
SELLS CZAR'S BOOTS.
SWINDLES MANY.
The remains of Mr. James Fendley
were taken overland yesterday to Pan
!handle, Lieingston county, and buried_
INDEPENDENTS TO GET
FRANCHISE IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Feb. 16.- Independent tele
phone interests claiming to operate
floo.000 more instruments than the
Bell company in northern., central,
southern, western and southwestern
states, completed arrangements today
to lease the telephone franchise of the
Illinoii Tunnel company. Four cor-
porations have been organized for the
purpose of des-eloping the local fran-
chise of the tunnel company and es-
tablishing long distance connections
with systems operated'by the asso-
f elated independent interests in the
principal cities of the country. The
parent- corporation. the one which
will assume active control of the local
Man is Caught and Sentenced to 'situation, is to be named the Chicago
Serve Two Years in Prison. , and We! tern Telephone company. and
will be beaded by- E. I- Darner, of
Beriin. Feb. 16.—Ifertnan Zeltie a twatiscnn.
German Jew, has just been sentenced 
by a Russian court of justice to two I SUGGESTS REMEDY FOR
years' imprisonment for swindling in- RAILROAD ACCIDENTS.
nocent Russian country folk.
Zelin appeared in village after vile
Inc in Novgorod government with a
pair of old boots swung across his
shoulders.
Summoning the village council, he
informed the merobere that the dilapi-
dated boots belonged to the t zar.
The czar, he said, had several hun-
dred pair of' old boots and had re-
quested that they be sold for the bene-
fit of the fasoine-stricken peasants of
the Volga provinces.
The village council uf Mik.hailoeo
decided to buy the boots and hang
them up in the public school as a
token of the Little Father's love of
his people. and paid forty roubles, all
of the money in the village treasury,
for them.
Encotsraged by his success, Zelin
disposed of seven more pair of the
czar's -boots in seven more \tillages
before he was arrested.
*MEOW
Medical terms oemetimee undergo
wonderful changes when -handled by
ignorant people. A London woman
recently explained that she bad been
made a widow by limy and am-
monia," meaning pleurisy and pneu-
monia. 'Another who had brouchlt:e
said to an inquiring neighbor that her
ailment was "broten crittere on the
olseli." (.1 r !iltr" I it
.1=••••••••
New Orleans, La., Nib. 16.—As a
Preventive for railroad accidents corn-
! precut publicity is suggested by Julius
Kruttschnite director of maintenance
and operation of the Harriman lines
and vice-president of the Southern
Pacific. In an interview today he said:
"I believe accidents will never be
eliminated except by giving the widest
publicity to every detail. The persons
responsible for accidents, whether
officers or laborers, should be known
to the public in order that they may
be made to feel that their work meets
popular displeasure.
"Wc must bring about a closet ob-
servance of the rules governing the
operation,of railroads and a greater
respect for danger signals than we
now get from our employes. This
can be done only by the widest pub
licity of accidents, and they will nof
be stopped until this is done."
Seven Saloons to Close.
Sheffield, Ala., Feb. i6.—The pro-
prietors of the seven saloons in this
city are. making preparations to cease
their hosiness July I. when fhe dis-
pensary will be established. Several
proprietors will remove- to other
points for the purpose of contintling
the business. whets, there are no
Adarns laws ..,r dispcn,aries to inter-
fere- 4
CONCEALED WEAPON CHARGE
WILL BF. TAKEN UP TO-
MORROW.
John Wilson, Colored, Got &so and
Twenty Days for Carrying
Weapon Hidden.
'eADUCAH TOWING COMPANY'S
Tile warrant charging Frank Just,
the barber, with carrying concealed a
deadly weapon, has been continued
until tomorrow morning, when it will
be taken up by Judge Cross in the
police court.
John Wilson, colored, was fined Sae
and sent to jail for twenty days yes-
terday by the judge for carrying a
deadly weapon concealed.
John Sullivan was fined ezo and
costs for disorderly conduct.
The breach of the peace charge
against Hubert Porte, colored, was!
continued over until tomorrow. Ile I
is accused of being one of the men I
engaged in the tug negro fight last
Tuesday night near Seventh and
Washington streets. Porter is %ant-
ed at Evansville also on the charge !
of maliciously shooting at an6ther,
and when he was arrested yestsrilay
Chief Collins wired the Evansvire au-
thorities if they (lid not want the ne-
gro there. The Evansville chief re-
sponded that they did no know be-
cause the prosecuting witness atzsinst
Porter had left the city.
GIRL HAS A RARE DISEASE,
Body Covered With Purple Blotches
When Taken to a Hospital. •
New York, Feb. 16—Mary Eig-
' holtz. years old, sot West One Hun-
dred and Fiftieth street, is turning
purple. She is in Belleitse hospital,
where the doctors say she is suffering
from a disease known as purpura
hernorrhagica.
The child's mother first noticed
the changing color not long ago.
While bathing The girl she detected
small purple spots in various parts of
the body. but the spots continued to
spread.
A doctor of the neighborhood treat-
ed the child until, utterly baffled, he
advised sending her to Bellevue hos-
pital. Dr. Davenport White, of the
hospital staff, said it was the .first
case that had conic to his attention
of such a disease afflicting a child.
The few cases known at the hospital
were those of adults.
I. White said that the child's body
presents the appearance of being tat-
tooed. Almost the entire body is cov-
ered, with the exception of the face.
which thus far has not been affected.
While most of the time the blotches
arc of a mellow purple, they occa-
sionally- change to a deep plum color
or a dull red. Some blotches are as
large as a penny, others are no larger
than a pin head.
The girl is not in pain, but ;Ile has
a slight fever. Her appetite is good
and she sleeps well. Dr. White says
he expects to cure her, but it will
take a tong time. He say's the disease
is probably catiso‘i hy a rheumatic
germ.
Harrison Street Payment Lots.
North side between 13th and r4th.
Shade trees. Lots 4ox165. $400
each, $5o cash, balance cagy monthly
pay ments.
MONEY TO BE DISTRIBUTED
MASTER COMMISSIONER CECIL REED IS DIRECTED TO DIS-BURSE $2,250.32 AMONG PADUCAH TOWING COMPANYCREDITORS, SOME OF WHO M HAVE PRIORITY CLAIMSWHILE OTHERS GET ONLY PERCENTAGE OF DEBTS—SPECIAL JUDGE CRICE HEARING LITIGATION OF SAMUELGIVEN AGAINST CHARLES GRIDLE'Y — SUIT INSTITUTEDTO SETTLE ESTATE OF LA TE MILTON H, INGRAM—SEV-ERAL MISMATED PAIRS WANT DIVORCES.
A judgment disposing of much
money was entered up yesterday it
the circuit court by Judge Reed in
the suit where John Rock, assignee
is winding up the business of The
Paducah Towing company, wehicl
made an assignment. Assignee Rock
has paid out ee,toi.48, leaving a bal-
ance of $126.82 in his hands, and he
is directed to pay this latter over
to Master Commissioner Ceicil Reed.
Harth Brothers is then given judg-
ment for toe against the towing com-
pany and Captain Edward Woolfolk
is given judgment for $lim for sea-
men's services. Commissioner Reed
got 52,02360 for sale of the steamer
Mary Micheal, which added to the
$2.16.82 balance Assignee Rock turns
over to him makes the commissioner
trustee for a total of $4,250.32.TO
judge directed that the following
claims be paid in full, they be-
ung of the priority lien nature.
City of Paducah, ee50.86; John Rock,
$150; Sheriff John Ogilvie. $72.25;
Register Newspaper ;Aso; Ed Wool-
folkieeSrl°°T not being enough money left
iii the hands of the, master cotnmie-
skew to pay other claims in full, the
fcllowing creditors get 34 5-8 per
cent. of their accounts, each being
allowed the stuns as follows, to be
credited to their total claim; Vv'est
Kentucky 'Coal company. Seti.SO:
Mississippi Valley Railway and Dock
company, $2.44.98; M. If. Campbell.
Clew; Aberdeen Coal and Mining
company; $62.70; West Kentucky Coal
company, $75.7o; L. B. Ogilvie & Co..
$442: J. T. Rennie, etcee.38; Fowler-
Crumbaugh, els°. J. P. Smith, execu-
tor, $73.40; W. H. Schroeder, $22,5.40:
Kolb & Sons, $8.25; Jackson Foundry
and Machine company- eo.so; Scott
Hardware company, $16.10; Cairo City
Coal company, $49.90; Harth brothers.
;143.48; James Thomas Jackson, $194.
This makes a total of $1,648.71, while
in addition the City National bank
is ordered to pay $27.89 to Circuit
Clerk Miller in this case, and $1.20
not in excess of $too. in this litiga-
tion.
Special Judge Thomas Crice was
yesterday afternoon hearing argu-
ments at the courthouse of the
awyers representing both sides in
o Sheriff John W. Ogilvie. time bank
having agreed to pay the court costs,
the suit of Samuel Given against
Charles E. Gridley, the controversy
being over some postbole augur com-
pany stock.
Judge Reed finds he will not be
able to close the term, of court mud
sometime this week.
Divorce Wanted.
Nfannic Manly filed suit yesterday
for divorce 'from her husband, Tbomas
Manly:, to whom she was married in
this city September 21, rooe. She
claims he left her and is :sow living
in adultery with one Annie Randolph.
Besides the divorce the wife asks to
be restored to her maiden name of
Mannic MeElrath anti be gtven $5oo
alimony. Manly works at the Wil-
liams in marble yarffs on North Thu
street. f. • 11
Milton Ingram Estate.
I George Rawleigh, executor 10 tee
Milton If. Ingram will, filed a friendly
suit in the circuit court against
George 0. Ingram, The Sherrill-Rus-
sell lumber company and others, for
settlement of the Milton Ingram
estate. The matter was referred to
the master commissioner for him to,
take proof of claims
Another Misnsated Pair.
ado,:s Hines filed suit for divorce
from his wife Emma Hines, charging
her with lewd and lascivious conduct.
They married in Tennessee during
1895. 
.
WOMAN CHARGED WITH
I Philidelphia, Feb. ete—Miss Flora EMBEZZLING BIG SUM
S1C1BKA, a cashier ia the employ t, N.
Sneile.;lo•rg & Co . owners of a big
department store in this city, was ar-
rested yesterday on a warrant issued
by a member of the firm, in which
she is charged with embezzling funds
of the company to the amount or
$25,000. The woman, who is about 40
years old, is alleged to have secured
this amount within ten months by
falsifying the books. She was sent to
larison in default of $1o,000 bail for a
! further hearing on February -zo. It
was stated that the books were being
examined and that the anionnt of the
shortage might prove' fr, he entich
great !.r.
"I\
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus. $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULLN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 800.
WIIITTEMORE, REAL ESTATE! floinguRE WITRAGENCY. Both Phones 8 5.
According to an estimate made in , BEBouT
Mexico, Americans invested about • •
$5o,ocio,noci in Mexican mines last year  
Mary a man renounces single iiCs-
edness because he needs the money.
Some mere make a specialty ef ,.iv-
bug a; ay 'advice that isn't worth that t
nincb. _ 0c.3Ci6 lievadway11111thOneste1fice 383—Itestbacia
General Insurance Agency
.1••••••••••••=11•10•1
es.
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T4 War On Gambling Opens.
At Sidnight Chief Collins announc-
ed tit the department would go
("cep to the gambling situation in
l'adu h and bring to the surface all
infor tion possible touching on thezr
subje . This is a :natter in which
evcrytemployer and good citizen of
Praluesh is interested, and they
%hauls, give their moral support to
the authorities In sifting this matter.
I -omcurrent rumors, sonic men win
I 
be introlved who wilt perhaps feel hu-
miliated over the exposure, but they
should think of these things before
thiy engage in violating the laws of
vh, city and &tate.
17, 191,7-
A Word to Good Citizens.
'lite Register has always contended
niri still contend, that a dozen or
men with money In this city are
Riling more to encourage vice and
have the laws trampled under foot,
thr.n the entire number of dive keep-
er- in the c.ty. %Vali their seeming
telsectability and financial connec-
tions they wield an influence for evil
in Paducah and therefore are a pus:.
iii. menace to the welfare and peace
of the city. They are strictly out for
the dollar and are not very particu-
lar about the sources from which it
may come. They are too shrewd to
come out in the open where the
world may sec them; they are WO
cowardly to do that: they make eats-
paws out of other men, but you bet
they see that they get all that's corn
ing .50 them. They constitute that
class of men who would sec the
Amencan Sabbath destroyed, every
barroom in which they are interested
Ft pplemented with an assignation
room and gambling den or ranything
else that will bring money to their
ceffers If the grand jury would dig
dotes Jeep enough to unearth • this
eiass, and the courts put them where
they belong, Paducah would take
such a boom that it would double its
i.ipsilation within 'the next twenty
ye*. They are not only a draw-
Lag to the city in a moral way, but
al4in a commercial way. They not
en* knock on the coming of any in-
dustry that may in any way interfere
their investments, but they go
and secretly use their influence
•
to Aiersuade others from extending
illElping hand. They pose as pro-
grwive men, and have their lackeys
arand sounding their /praises and in
ihi4 way fool the .people. They ore
leo only have the people of this city
sized them up in their true charac-
ters, but the outsiders as well. In
our opinion it is time for the good.,
people of Paducah to give that gang
to understand that Paducah has had
enough of them and force them to go
to the rear. They have some good
men associated with them, and seem
ta have then t hypnotized, but they
too will wake up in. due time, and
fond that they have suffered them-
selves to be used by. that gang for
titter own selfish purposes.
For some weeks a number of gen
tlemen have been endeavoring to org-
anize a 'company. for an electric dine
from Paducah to Ilicktmen, and we
base never yet heard of the Commer-
cial Club calling. a meeting of the
citizens fot the purpose of boosting
the enterprise, or of it appointing a
committee to aid in putting the mat-
ter through, but, on the con' vary- the
club is asking contributions front the
city and county treasuries for its own
support. We arc for a good live
commercial club and believe that ev-
ery City needs one, but it must show
results, and not a lot of hot air in
the newspapers. There are people in
this city who are just as deeply in-
terested financially and morally in
the present and future of Paducah
as those who are the Commercial
club, but they refuse to be dominated
l's the corporations or the gang of
financial sharks %hes are reaching
their row's cod in this city.
These things may be unpleasant to
sonic, and well doubtless be resented
by the hirelings of the gang to which
ve allude, but the editor of the Reg-
ister knowing these thing to be true
proposes to he outspoken and to
eoice the sentiments of a large class
in Paducah who are every uhit as
much identified with this city and have
codtributed as much to its advance-
'rent as any other class. When a
'large number of our citizens screw
:p their courage to tilt point where
they can stand flat footed and speak
te en then we expect to see a wonder-
ful change in this city. Instead of
being 'permitted to take an active
part in matters affecting the welfare
of Paducah, that gang should be
forced to content themselves with
barking questionable enterprises with
v.hich their names are now indirectly
associated, for that is where they be-
long. If they arc not too hightoned
an•t "respectable" to harvest dallars
from those sources they should not
be above publicly acknow:edging
their connection with such places,
but if thy are then the authorities
elsould f irce them into court every
time a violation of the law occurs in
rzy of the places which they virtually
civil and control.
It is time for the good citizens to
stand together, and to take steps to
protect their financial interests, and
to aid in the work of giving Padu-
cah a moral cleansing and make it an
ideal city in which to rear a family.
1 his can best be done by going after
the men who are blucling the way.
Governor Hoke Smith of Georgia
comet; forward with a practical plan
for a part solution to the railroad
late discrimination by suggesting that
a. line from Savannah to the north-
ern lakes be built and owned by the
states. He is in correspondence with
the authorifice at Chicago on the
sitleject. and if the plan is favored
by that city the matter will no doubt
be taken up and a plan formulated
to carry out Gov. Smith's idea. Pub-
lic ownership of a railroad is no new
undertaking for Georgia. as that
state already owns a railroad from
fo
_ 
their own pockets 
ly 
° and would Atlanta to Chattanooga_ In the build- 1 tion is clearly in accordance with the 
see the city go to ruin if it ing of railroads every county through theory and practice of representative
-.soitd help them to get their dirty -- i ' democratic gov
ernment, and cantlo.
s which t intends to pass usually sub--
hands on a few more dollars. Why be made to appear Inconsistent withscribes a large sum of money on ; the Banners' present contentioe
is it that Paducah does not get new 
which it never receives any returns, against the outrage which the general
long hells are not confined to Fourth
street, but it is strongly reported
that some exist on Broadway between
Fourth street and the river, and also
on some of the other side streets.
What right have the gamblers and
those who profit indirectly by such
crimes, to defy the law? Throw out
the dragnet and inflict the 
I
proper
punishment to one and all who may
be guilty.
in4ustries? We appeal to the com-
e iron sense of our rcaders. The in-
dneerics did not•come last year, and
thane must certainly be a reason for
t. c'4 Every week the Register pub-
lishes the list of new industries locat-
ineilin Kentucky and Tennessee, as
coiapiled by the "Tradesman" of
Chintanooga, and we never find Pa-
dutah's name in elee list. Think of
it kr a moment good people, and you
certainly have sense enough to know
that there is something wrong &sonic-
where. Who are the men who are
so.activn in the "advancement of Pa-
, shicah?" We have no hesitancy in
saying that thus far they have proven
utter failures when it comes, to in-
fluencing outside CO0CerPS to- locate
4r: ,..Tlisere is a cause for all, of
dhis. and that cause is the fact C./at
and under the plan suggeited, each
county could be a stockholder and
pioticipate in the dividends. Private
monopoly is a curse to this country
and *e only escape from it is for the
public to own the utilities.
As the police have begun raiding
the gambling rooms let them keep
up the good work. As the mayor now
has positive evidence that public.
gambling is carried on on Fourth
street between Kentucky avenue and
:Jefferson street, he should require the
police to raid every one of the places,
confiscate the paraphernalia, arrest
the operators and those who rent the
rooms to them. If these tcps are
taken and all names made public
gambling in the opcn will be a thing
of the past in Paditenth
Silent Senator's Possibilities.
The nen senator front New Jersey
is a silent man. He has never made
a speech, it is stated, and he does not
even possess faculty of talking flu-
ently. Yet there is no good reason
why he should not make an efficient
senator and serve his state creditably.
The silent man in the halls of legis-
lation, if he is honest and enengetic,
is Cnoto be tlegpii&,._ Coibeegence,
conviction and intelligence are worth
more to the public than the Arts of
spetch of a statesman who is all voice
and notiliitog else. But the nailent
• .
min"' in the senate of the United
Stetes must serve the people, and not
"the interests" if he would make a
place for himself among the public
servants who are worthy of trust and
corfidence. It has happened not sel-
dom in the senate that tthe men wiso
did the most effective work for privi-
leged trusts possessed the virtue of
silence. Te new senator from. New
Jersey has the opportunity to .deation-
state that the silent man can work
as faithfully and efficiently fog, .the
good of the people as he can for the
welfare of corporate interests.
Mucinipal Rights.
(Nashville Banner.)
Sonic of the partisan advocates of
the species of special legislation
known as the Talbert bill have in
their harangues asserted that the Ben-
ner is inconsistent in its insistence
that no bill providing for the grant-
ing of municipal franchises to private
corporations shonkl be enacted into a
law that does not give the people of
Nashville a decisive Noice in a matter
of such importance involving their
rights end question of municipal reve-
nues. This charge of inconsotenins is
unfounded and absurd. The Illinener
has always insisted that the greatest
care should be taken, with the moet
thorough investigation of the matter
with regard to the true interests of
the city and its people before any
franchise riehts arc granted. It has
contended uniformly that municipal
government under our republican con-
stitution. precedents and traditions 14
necessarily a representative demo-
cratic government, and that the may-
or and city council, elected by the
people are invested with a representa-
tive responsibility and are authorized
to pass upon all matters of iv/met-tepee
proposed affecting the government of
the city or the doposition of city
franchises within the limits pi Abe-
charter of the municipality. When a
corporation asks fora city franchise
corporation asks for 3 city duty of the
mayor and city council to carefully
coesnler the bill presented in all its
phases and bearing?, and, with a nee
reseercl for their responsibilities and
obligations to thennicole and the best
interests of the city to pass upon tile
measure according to its merits and
demerits.
The charter of Nashville. as amend.
ed in Woo. provides that every ordi-
nance involving the granting by the
city of any franchise to any quasi-
public corporation. or for fie issuance
of bonds, must be submitted to the
qualified voters of the city at a spe-
cial election, or, if more coovenient,
at a general election. This amend-
ment does not deprive, or soak to de-
prive, the mayor and city council n!
their representative rights and rc-
sponsibilitiee, but Was provided to pre
vent city councils from voting away
valuable city franchises under corrupt-
ing influence. It was never intended
to relieve the city council of its duty
of closely considering and passing its
careful juderment on any franchise
measure, and the Banner 'has conteud-
ed that no city council has a right to
evade its duty of close investigation
and deliberate judgment on a pro-
posed franchise ordinance by avoiding
a determinate vote on the merits of
the proposition and by merely seelcing
to shift the responsibility of a de-
cision upon the people. This conten-
assembly is trying to perpetrate of
denying not only the mayor and citc
council of Nashville, the constituted
•
governmental authority of 'the munici-
pality, but also the people of Nash-
ville the right to have any voice in
determining whether valuables city
franchises shall be appropriated by
any corpkwation or combination' That
chooses to occupy its streets.
The advocates of the Talbert bill
declare that the mayor and city coun
cil elected by the people are not to hs
trusted, and go to the further obnoxi
ous extreme of declaring that the pee
ple of Nashville are not to be trusted
to manage their own municipal affair'
and that they shall have no voice, ie
the all-important matter of city gran'
In other words, these advocates maks
the preposterous assumption that -
scheming, lobbying telephone eon%
pany has a better right to say wh-
reenenise* shell he granted in the' cit
of Nashville than the people of Nash-
ville themselves.
,s
MUNICIPAL OFFICE
ANNOUVEMENTS
LAWYER JOHN G. MILLER. JR.,
ANNOUNCES FOR CITY
ATTORNEY.
City Assessor Stewart Dick Seeks
Nomination to Succeed Hiovolf—
Call for Mr. Charles Reed.
In the regular column of this issue
The Register announces the candi-
dacy of Attorney John G. Miller, Jr.,
for the nomination for city attorney,
subject to the action of the demo-
cratic primary. • •
Mr. Miller is one of the city's best
known and most learned of the
younger lawyers, having just started
out upon his professional career under
most encouraging auenices. T ast year
he lernduated from the Danville. Ky.
law college where he spent several
years, coming out with hinh honors
Returning to this city 'he entered
the office of his father of the learinie
firm of Hendrick, WIler It: Marble.
and studied law, with result that he
was a.diniteed to the bar to tsrartice
the, profession, the committee of
prominent attorneys examining him
making a commendable recommenda-
tion for the young practitioner.
This is the first time the young
gentleman has ever soueht public
office, and since attaining his maior-
ity has always been a strong. working
democrat, therefore he submits his
claims to the followers of that party
and seeks the support of everyone.
The aspirant is a Paducah boy, well
qualified for the place, and would
make a most efficient and satisfactory
officer, should lie be chosen ior this
position.
Mr. Dick Announces,
At the urgent solicitation of numer-
ous friends City Assessor- Stewart
Dick announces as a candiate for the
democratic nomination to succeed
himself iii this public office. ,
Mr. Dick W34 cle•ted four years
ago by a handsome majority, there's)
attesting his popularity and the con-
fidence bestowed in him by the public
Since entering the position he has
made a faithful, attentive and efficient
officer, his books being ample evi-
dence of the manner in which he has
looked after the people* business in
this official department., He is a
man who stands for anvancement oi
the co-nmunity. while in aseessinn,
property for municipal tax purposes
his figures show equality and justice
dealt out to all, and he now seeks
an endorsement of his administra-
tion at the hands of she people
Ever since a young man Mr. Dick
has been one of the most ardent and
hard workingodemocrats, always tak-
ing an active interest in everything
pertaining -to the good of that party.
therefore it is but natural that ht
submits to the people his candidacy.
subject to action of the democratic
primary.
Call on Charles Reed.
PaducA„ Ky. Feb ie. 'oe
Hon. Chas Reed, City,
Sir:—
The continued progress and devel-
opment of this city demands a broad
yet conservative man a't the helm of
city affairs.
Believing yon to possess the quals.
orations needed for a eucceseitil ad
ministration, we ask you to allow the
tree of your name for the high office
f mayor, and assure you our support
i at the polls
MANY FRIENDS.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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PERSONAL MENTION. *
'
RAEFT STORE
.1.4.4.-1••:-+++++++++++++++++4•14•46 i••1-4-44++++444444444-C444100++
WE ARE NOW SHOWIN3OUR NEW W4SH GOODS FOR
THE SPRING AND SUMMER AND OUR ASSORTMENT
OF THESE GOODS IS THE LARGEST TO BE FOUND
IN THE CITY
WHITE GOODS
WE MENTION BELOW ONLY A FEW OF TH EMANY
ABLE FABRICS TO BE FOUND IN ONR WHITE GOODS DEPART-
MENT:
46 INCH FRENCH LAWN, 20C, ssc and 35c.
" FENICH T A". ‘, ANC.
EMBROIDERED MERCERIZED CHIFFON, 25c, soc, AND slic.
MERCERIZED BATISTE, asc.
SILK FINISH PERSIAN LAWN, zsc, 1St. 200. SSC. 35C and
DIMITY, roe, z234c, :se !Se and zse.
LONG CI 0TH, toe tanee and isc. CHECK MULL, :Sc.
PLAIN NAINSOOK, 10C, la I-SC and Ise.
PLAIN NAINSOOK BY BOLT OF 12 YARDS, Sz.ss, $1.50 AND $a.00
A BOLT.
CHECK NAINSOOK, s, 1-3o, toc, and la
INDIA LINON. loc. Is I-2C and Ise.
so INCH INDIA LINON, we and rsc.
GINGHAM, PERCAI .E and MADRAS
IN OUR BIG ASSORTMENT OF GINOHAMS AND PERCALES AT
zoc YOU CAN CERTAINLY FIND WHAT YOU WANT. WE ALSO
SHOW A LINE OF EACH AT 'it-ac.
MADRAS IN NEAT STRIPES AND FIGURES AT za I-2C, 15C and aa<
SILK GINGHAMS, ac, VICERINE, rec.
BUNGALOW, ac.
GLASGOW LINEN
THIS LINFN FINISHED FABRIC AT 12 1-2C IS ESPECIALLY SUIT
ABLE FOR LADIES' OR CHILDREN'S SUITS AND SKIRTS. IT
COMES I NBLUE. PINK, TAN. BROWN, NAVY. BLACK AND
WHITE
OUR NEW LINE OF WHITE' SHIRT
WAISTS NOW ON SALE.
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
'If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Snitings Call on
*•••
•
Miss Nell Mercer has gone for a
ten days' visit to relatives in New
Albany, Ind.
!stn. s. Lloyd Baker and sister, Miss
Maud Lemon, of Mayfield, are visit-
ing in the city.
Hon. James A. Rose and wife of
•Spreng-field, Ill., and Hon. R. S. Van
Cleave and wife of Indianapolis, Ind.,
are visiting the former's daughtel,
Mrs. James P. Smith of Fifth and
Washington.
Colonel Victor Van de Male leaves
:his afternoon for a drumming trip
to Illinois.
Mr. Charles Jarrett of Hopkinsville
is here visiting Captain Frank Harlan
and other friends.
Mr. Edward Gillen and bride of
Texarkana, Ark., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gardner of South Tenth.
The former were married ,last Tues-
day and are now on their bridal tour.
Mr. Gillen is a former were married
last Tuesday and are now on their
'ridal tour. Mr. Gillen is a former
aducahan.
Mrs. Maurice Nash, Jr., off
where she attended the bed -ide
-f 'her father-in-law, Dr. 'C. A. Elliott,
ho continues very low.
Mrs. C. W. Lewis of South Tenth
'33 gone to Kopkinsville.
Mr. Edward H. Bringhurst and
ride are expected back the list of
',is week from theitnnweddingy tour.
They arrived at Tampa, Fla., yes-
^rday from Cuba.
Mrs. Rosa Loeb and son, Mr. Jesse
oeb, have returned from Oklahoma
City. where they atended the mar-
K. C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WAN NAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
riage last Thursday of Miss Schwarz
of that city to Mr. Sydney Loeb of
Paducah. Miss Florence Loeb at-
tended also, and en route hack left
her mother and brother at St. Louis,
and proceeded on to her music college
at Indianapolis, Ind.
(Confirmed on Page 7-ight-)
BIG FIRE AT
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
City Jailer.
We' are authorized to announce ti e
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for cot
sutsiect to the action of the
democratic party.
•%%e are authorieed to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed lo-
city jailer, eubject to the action of
the democratic party.
Vie are authorized toLEXINGTOI, avr:edridascy joefc tSatmo 
ofLthe actioRees 
for
" aemocranc patty.
COSTLY BLAZE DESTROYED
ABOUT $30,000 WORTH
OF PROPERTY.
Up . in Flame Went the Fielder
Brothers' Store, and Also That
of Sales & Beasley.
This morning at 3 o'clock dispatches
from Lexington, Tenn., announned
that last night about It o'clock a large
fire started, and was about extin-
guished by this morning the hour
mentioned. The loss is estimated
anywhere from $3o,000 to $35.000.
The conflagration destroyed the
double store building of Fielder
Brothers, who occupied one half of
the ground floor of the structure as a
dry goods establishment, and the
other half as a produce store. The
flames 'leaped into the big double
structure of Scales and Beasley, one
half of which was utilized as a hard-
ware store and the other half for
furniture. The upper floors of both
the Fielder, bebthers and the Scales
& Beasley buildings were used for
offices by many professional and
-eon
other men of the city.
The fire jumped to the livery stable
nearby and it went up in smoke also.
The dispatches said that "about every-
thine was consumed, bet considerable
stock was saved." •
The origin of the blaze conld not
be lenrned
announce the •
tit v
the
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
City Trosiarrer.
‘'S'e arc authorized to announce the
sandidacy •of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
City Clerk.
We are otiehonzed to announce
City Clerk' Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for the democratic nomination
to succeed himself as city clerk, sub-
ject to any action of the democratic
mirnary.
—J. J. Word of the Maxon Mill',
section, was yesterday looking for
his mute and wagon which got loose
f-om their hitching post here in the
s'ty the evening before.
—Manager Elmore of the Western
Union Telegraph company's Paducah
office has received word that the tele-
eraph operators here come in for a
ten per cent raise made to the wages
of the operators in all the principal
101fiesta the country over.
Trimble Street Lots.
Two side by side. North side
tween Oth and toth-. ettoo for two .,
uart cash. Good bargains
NP"T"'Mapr. PEAL ESTATE.
AGENCY. Both Phones liss.
7-"
•
•
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THIS FINAL CLOSING-OUT
OF ALL WINTER GOODS
Takes pram at our store, WEDNESDAY, February 20th, and continues throughout Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, at which time it closes. Our store will not be open Tuasday. on account of sale. This
will be our last sale on winter ( lothes for ladies, and as the prices are arranged so low. we advise you to
be at our store or its whereabouts during the period of bargiin doings.
50c
P.obably 6o waists of ad colors, cif
laids, soul for a great deal m4rt
mocey, and are waists that will be
'try good to wear for two months
and a half yet, will be sold at our
store during the disposition of all our
winkr goods, igi4t • t-; - • -50t
1.95
Ilete's where we fairly give 'em to
you. We have left, probably alto-
gether, ss coats that would fit chil-
dren who are six, eight, ten and
twelve and fourteen years old.
These coats sold throughout this sea-
son for Ss.00. $6.ou, $7.00 and Stoo.
Now you can buy them for choice of
any of them for $i.95 each
, Napoleon. came. I saw, I conquered." This .is more than
Leity's can say at this particular season of the year. We came, we saw,
but we fail to conquer. due to the fact that our stock of winter rnerchan-
trse was too great' for the demands of the people of this vicinity, but
live in hopes, and we feel sure before the close of this sale, there
will not be enough winter merchandise beneath the roof of our establish-
ment to clothe even a child. In the endeavor to make away with our
winter material, we have placed such prices on them as would lead any
lady to believe that it would be much better to invest in our coat, suite
fur or other covering, than to hoard up this mite or sum, and keep it
until neat season. by which she could only buy a portion of which she
can buy the whole for .now. You have no idea how extremely low the
picas have been put on every thing we have to sell. We have no room
to awry th m over, nor have we any desire to do so. For this reason
we are getting ready to place in our shelves, clothes of a lighter variety
than n .w adorn our hangers. This sale starts Wednesday morning at 8:3o
o'clock duo, and continues throughout the entire week.
We have in our stock a great many
ceds and ends in skirts. Some of
tio.,m are small sizes, some medium,
and others are large sizes. They
are gray, mixtures, navy blue and
1.hicks. The lowest price on any of
these skirts was Ss.00. Some sold for
$loe and $tso. We are going to let
you pick what you want out of this
lot, during last sale for $2 75 each
An electric seal jacket with two
years guaranteed lining, one of our
Lest $35.00 numbers—you may have
it for $16.50
Will get you a brown, coney near seal
coat that we sold all throughout the
season for Soo, with either blouse
or jacket effect. This popular fut
coat has been one of the best sellers
all throughout the season. Now you
have your opportunity to get it
for 
 
516 50
We are going to offer you as an in-
aucement one of our best quality
Astrikan„ Skinner lined 24 or 37
inch coats, that sold for S4s.00 and
$47.50. This c.at is one that con-
tains more service than any other
Lind of fur coat in our establishment.
Daring the wind up of all our wiliter
clothes, we have concluded to pass
it in with this other lot of coats and
seil it to you for $25.00
$31.00
Gets for you an extra good quality
near seal, lined with guaranteed lin-
ing, a coat that is cheap for $5o.00.
The fur in this coat is of the best
XXX quality near seal, and in order
to keep from carrying any of these
over, we are going to give you an
opportunity to buy one of these
for $31 00
50c
This price means that you may se-
cure a childs set of furs. This in-
cludes both neck scarf and muff, of
white coney fur with trimmings, or
plain. The former and regular price
on this set was $z .o, and during the
onslaught of prices, we are going to
give you a set of these childrens furs
at 
Not many more days before we will be ready to show all of you a
line of spring clothes, that each any every one of you will say are the
prettiest you have ever seen, but before we step into the beautiful days
of spring, we are going to traverse more thoroughly the raiment of
winter wear. We have probably $6,000 or $7,000 worth of winter goods
yet in our store. These goods consist of the very best values, and one
would d., well to buy them and keep them for next season, even though
they have no use for them now. There might be a slight change in style.
but not enough to overcome the amount of difference it would cost you
next season or now. We know it is to your advantage to come to our
tale on Wedrit-sday morning. We feel that we are doing you equally as
riuch good as we are doing ourselves. We admit that we are selling
these goods at a sacrifice, and a great loss, but when we realize that
we can open our -tore next season with nothing but new goods, we
feel that we have ben fully paid for the lows we have previously taken.
This sale at our store starts Weeliesiay morning at 8.3o o'clock and
continues throughout the entire week.
• _
Our Store Will be Closed on Tuesday to Prepare For Wednesday's 1
PAou
IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT YOU WILL NOTE SOME SPE-
CIAL GOOD, VAULUES. AMONG THEM ARE FUR COATS.
It is hardly reat.nable to believe that we could describe to you
all the values of this one particular line through the medium of this
newspaper, but we have them. We have the greatest values in cloaks
both in fur and cloth, that any house has offered at any time or
any place. Every fur coat in our stcre is being sold for practically
one-half its value. We do not niean to say that we are selling them
for one-half their original cost, because that would not be telling the
truth. We are going on further, and tell you that we are selling
them for a great deal less than that, and when we say one-half
• their value, we say it in the most sincere and meaning spirit.
Tl'e mixed coats mentioned in this sale for $3.50 and $5.00, are
values of some importance. The black coats and the tan coats that
sold throughout the season for $io.co are worth from Szo.00 to $35.00
each, and ,the children's coats we rrention at lr.g5, are rare bargains.
This sale will start Wednesday morning, and continue throughout
the entire week, and ir.deed means much to all Paducati and its sur-
rounding people.
C
•
4.
Tuesday Our Store Will Be Closed So As To Arrange For
The Sale That Takes Place Wednesday
1.95
Water Minx, Mole, Astrican, )(rimer,
Coney, Angora fur sets for Misses
and children. Some of these sets
were 114.so, others were Ss.so; some
were Sam, some were Sii.00 and
others tio.00. An these have been
merged together and will be sold dur-
ing this finaLeale, your choice of any
childs set in the store $1 95
10.00
tyr.i,inember of embroidered coats in
Uiet, and quite a few in tan. A
ifairly good assortment, tight fitting
..,costs, lined throughout with Skinner
.They also come in tan, are
going to be sold very cheap. These
coats are practical and vied almost
the year round, with the exception
of possibly two or three months, but
we want to sell them and 'convert
all these goods into cash, so we have
determined to sell them and give you
choice luring our sale, of any of these
coats for $10
$3.50
We have selected from our stock
about 35 garments. These are cloaks
of mixtures and plaids, that will fit
any lady from a "32 to 44." The for-
n.er price on these garments were
from *1.o° to Sts.00. We are deter-
mined to sell every one of the cloaks,
and have therefore spoken to you
through this advertisement in a man-
ner that must meet our desire. Now,
on Wednesday morning our doors are
thrown open to you for a selection
• of these rare bargains. We are go-
ing to have this lot of cloaks placard-
ed, and the inscription thereon shall
read—"AN y CLOAK ON THIS
RACK MGR . $3.50
$5.00
Ar other lot of the better grades of
mixed coats. Some of them are im-
ported numbers and are very, very
pretty. Others are the work of the
best eastern factories, and are values
too great to speak of. These coats
sold in price from Sts.00 to S30.00,
and the cloth in them is of the very
best English mixtures. Some of
them are striped, and a good lot are
in plaids. .Wednesday morning all of
them will be put in one lot and sold
to those who so desire it, any of them
for the extremely low price
of  • $5 00
•
$16.95
About 45 suits still remain in our
store. They are black, brown, navy
blue, castors and some of them are
plaid, and all of thrm are of the best
quality of cloth. The former price
on these snits were S3o.00, S3s.00.
S4c.00, $45.00 and Sso.00. Now this
lot consists of our ent:re stock of
fine suits, and in order to make a dis-
position of the entire lot, so as to
enable us to open our store on Mon-
Cay week with all spring goods, we
are going to show you the plan we
pursue, to clean out entirely, every
suit beneath our roof. Now you may
come Wednesday morning and pick
your choice of any suit in our store
for only  $16.95
At this sale we are prepared to meet our loss and
we do it gracefully. At this sale we give you a chance
to wear fine clothes and only pay cheap clothes pric es.
'You may not need any of the garments we now adver-
tise, but you will next season. Those who buy now will
be wearing good clothes for the same money that your
'friends and neighbors pay for rubbish.
The clothes we have pow for sale are all the Best and when Wednesday
morning comes you shall witness the greatest slaughter of high-class mer-
chandise ever shown in Paducal. Sale starts Wednesday morning. On
Tuesday our store will be closed in order to make reparatiops for final sale.
7.95
This lot of suits has been culled
from some of our finer ones. They
Long it of a great many colors, and
a few blacks. These sold for Szkeo.
Sie.so and $2o.00, but now we have
concluded to sell them for $7 gg
5.00
We have rs or i6 pretty voille skirts
in the house we sold for $10.00, $x2.00
and Sis.00. These are prettily plaited
some of them taffeta trimmed, and
are all the new spring designs.
On account of them being of a
kind of a lot left, and not having all
sizes, we have concluded to sell them
out, and the price on them during
our sale next Wednesday morning
win be "Take any one you like
for $500
•11,
•
People
Say
OUR PER.FUMES
ARE BEST
;or sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there Is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how
We
fumes. We know,how
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coring into our possession.
• MEDICINAL
TEMPERANCE
1
IJ. IL OeniscniaegerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Ti.e button holes,
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosams like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky'. Satisfy yourself by
sending es your laundry.
Star Laundry
Phone aoo
A. S
(Communicated.)
At the meeting of the w. C. T. U.
last Thursday afternoon, conducted
by Mrs. Emma Byrd, superintendent
of medical temperance, Mrs. Fannie
Dunn read a report showing the
status of the temperance movement
at the beginning of 1907, revealing a
marvelous development in the direc-
tion of total absinence and prohibi-
tion.
For the first time in the history of
nations the entire civilized. world ap-
pears to be in a revolt against the
traffic in liquor. Five remarkable
facts are presented to sustain this
statement.
First, America is more than half
free from the open saloon, with 30,-
000.000. people under prohibitory law.
'Second. In Canada. England. Scot-
land, Norway, Sweden and Australia
the dramshops are being rapidly
driven out. New Zealand, which re-
quires a three-fifths vote to banish
the saloon, already has a majority of
votes Ad is gaining at every election.
while the great empire of the Mss-
hammedans. the Congo Free States.
Iceland' and other important island
colonies. have laws making it impossi-
ble for the liuttor business to obtain
legal protection.
Third. In all parts of both North
and South America and in esery goo--
crate :at in Europe. Asia. Africa and
Australia. there is a growing agitation
against all forms oi legalized vice.
Fourth. The repo sentative attend-
ance aid successful deiiberation. of
the last two World's Anti-Alcoholic
comgresies, one held in America. the
other 'so Europe. %% Mini the last year,
base eniphasized the fact that the re-
form has become a world movement
for civic righteousness.
Fifta, It is an established fact that
the temperance reform is no longer
regarded as "narrow."rstraight-laced-
and -a forlorn hope,- as total absti-
nence bas become a fundamental re-
quirement in vs cry important busi-
res.% atal profession. while statistics
prove that prohibition enforced, .saves
its initial cost many times over.DABNEY nhether it he city. country or state
atiopts the polj.str.
In America alone the temperance
people certainly have special cause
for rejoicing. with prohibition terri-
tory rimidly increasing in every di-
rection: more than three-fourths of
siss KentusLy under prohibition; with
more than a score ail stalwart prohibi-
tientiAs elected last November, either
by the prohibition party or in con-
innction nith other parties, in nine
different states; with the American
STOVES AND FURNITURE Federation of Labor, the leading fra-
Or stud
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. 511 R
NOTICE
•iiehest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
know
to
how
buy perfumes.
to stare per-
to show
W,
. -
C. T. U. LADIES DEVOTE
THEIR MEETING LAST
WEEK TO THIS.
Buy anything and sell everythtag.
s IS-22o Court Street. Oiel Pboos
Clem Fransiola
ItiOVINO WAGON IN CONNEC
TION.
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL'
NflORA -
356 Bwa,. Day and Night
School
E xcursioll
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
-t company—the cheapest and hot
excursion out of Paducah.
V.1
For the Round Trip toS8.00 Tennessee river & returi
•igai :
It is a trip of pleasure, conifer
and rest; good service, good tabs
good roams, etc. Boats leave tack)
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Ja-
Koger, superintendent; Fraak L
Brown, agent. **soft
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
" 401 Fraternity Building. '
Old ?hone 498 Red.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKI
ternal orders and the great industrial
and public officials in open support of
iudividual abstinence and the enforce-
ment of 1:oe.
In view of all these facts thought-
ful observers re predicting that the
reform during the next twelve months
will command the attention of the
' nation as never before.
The reading of this report was fol-
lowed by an account of the manner
in whi:11 Medical Temperaitec became
one of thy forty-eight departments of
W. C. T U. .work.
the Woman's Christian Tsno
peran:c Union was first organized.:
there ..-as no thought 'nf opposing the
toe of alcohol its medicine. but in
the -tTorts to rescue the fallen, particu-
larly in jails and alms:noses. such a
'urge percentage of the inmates were
iound to be the N'ktims -if sirong
drink, that an inquiry was begun 'nto
the ca.ose:. tha:. kit ts UCh results.
The parties ennagod in • these no
(vivito. were greatly surprised to
74 ant of the number whose appetite
for liquor was the direct result of its
uiu, in the first place, as a remedy in.
sickness or as a preventive of some
...as... This discovery led to fur-
ther i ivestigations to see if other
remedies less harmful could not be
found that might be substitutes'.
1, did no' take them to find out
that early as OW the eminent
1)r. N. S. Davis. of Chicago. had writ-
,' n a !cries of artieks in the Animal-
k'. a ion:bly 'medical journal pub-
lished in New York city, accainst the
use of alcohol as a medicine and
claiming there .were (,the- remedies
suore•heneficial to the patient; also
that in ift:o he had made a series of
experiments that oroyed alcohol to be
1.o15011 and nothing but a poison.
Miss Wcllard bccairc deeply inter-
t.sted in the matter :wet at her succes-
*ion, after a careful study of Chr.- sub-
iert. tnetnor:-.1 r-as nrenared by the
national W. C. T. U., in IA76. aii4
nr,.yeuted to "he Iuterna'ioe'd Medi-
-at Con,es,. which met that year.
-skins, that hodst for a deliverance
me ,if alcohol as a food and
tosstsios.
This les: 11-e. initial stet) which cul--
.i.iiiated hi t8o4. when Vedical Tern-
'j ,.,nftsrt-rpa
. • st•.. ce•-sues 5,. Ts-eli.
lost national
•
uperintendent.
An larticle comparing the effects
of beN• and light wines with dis-
tilled liquors, was read by Mrs.
*Jettie M. F.Iliott. The article' con-
tained an extract from a lecture given
bY Dr. N. S. Davis, in 1891, in which
he said: It is a popular error that a
substitution of the different varieties
of beer and wine in the place of
udistilkd Iiiitiors, sgonsotes temper-
ance and lessens the evil effects of
alcohol on the health and morals of
, those who use them,
Report Shows That Lengthy Statis- Alecurate investigations show that
tics Were Produced—Press De- 'beer and wine drinkers generally con--
partment for Next Meeting. sume move alcohol to the individual
than the spirit drinkers; and while
they may not become as often intoxi-
cated, they suffer fully as much from
disease and premature death as do
those who use distilled spirits. The
beer and wine drinker drinks nearly
every day, and, 'hence, keeps alcohol
in his blood more constantly, and the
more constant and persistent the
presence of alcohol in the bloed and
tissues, even in moderate quantities,
the more certainly does it lead ,to
nerverted and degenerate changes in
the tissues. ending in kidney and
liver tiropsies, heart failures, gout,
snrsolexy and naralvsis. Careful
.uvestiffations also show that disass
*sons as are the effects of light wines.
-.•ri herr *non adults, they arc even
more harmful when administered to
Astiih res•arff to the nutriti‘e Quali-
ties of beer and wine, a chemical
-nalests of these liquids will show
'hat beer contains on an average
"'omit no per cent• water, 4 per cent.
-Irish& and 6 per cent, malt extract.
..,•st German chemist, Liebig.
said: "If a man drinks albite ci.sto or
ten nuarts of the best Bavarian beer,
it the end of a year lie will only have
'aken into his system from this, the
etensents contained in ii C
•losinds of bread."
Wine as-craves about Ao MT cent.
--ater.it ft,- cent alcohol, and c ber
cent. residue composed of stimar
eeetie, earhonir and tanni,-
,,ids ?MI • . of 3 0.11/14tatt..-C WIOrh
01%C* it its tlsvor Ths
only one of all thee component parts
haviug ans. value as a food is sstosr
"ro ohisin the value of nonrislrnent
w'ne to be fount7 in five rounds of
'--•estl. %%mild cost :shout Score seldeb
;• not nood et-on/awe whrtly'r eon-
-:•tere•i from a bllsilIC•4 or charitable
standpoint.
An article on nstrlicinaf substitutes
;or alcoholic prcscrintions was read
ss met, tetra A. Miles. The pure.
nnfermeuted inia of the crane, free
any chemical solmi,sis. was
hivlile et-commended. Druit :juices
were adeised fur fever patients. Ar
itiftision of linos made fresh every
sise was suggested for Joss of lin
"-'tile. Fur malaria. mor • c cold
sooh i..iiowud by vinorou rubbing was
said to be one the best remedies.
,Mrs. ii. II. Duler read a short ac-
town from the New Yor..1: Times of
'he decrease in the use of beer in
Germany. showing that tbe use Der
--mita has decreased from it5 gallons
;n former years to only 05 gallons fur
last .year. •
Attention was callest to the scats--
live advertisinents uow running in
some of the daily papers. special men-
tion being made of the "Viresn Oil of
Pine." meritorious without Cie addi-
tion of half a pint of whisks. It is
stated that an eminent ohysician rec-
ommends this re-markable remedy. but
why ;4 his name not given? The on-
nottento of the we of alcohol stand
ready at all times, to name their
"eminent lphy-slcians." and also to
...ire their standing in the profession.
'Beware of noires in sheep.' cloth-
ing."
The next meeting of the union will
be (lamed to the interest, of the
press department.• • CLAIM NOTICE.
NlicCracken circuit court—George
Rawleigh. executor of Milton II. In.
cram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0
Ingram and others, defendants.
Ordered that. this action be reic: red
to Cecil Recd. master commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of Milton if. Ingram, de-
ceased, and all persons having claims
against said estate arc required to
properly eerily ans4 file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the isth day of April. tgos, or
they will Ise forever barred from as-'
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of this executor of said
estate iniadminiltered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through this snit.
And it.is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister as required by law.
Givsn tinder my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the t6tli dam of Feb
rtiary tgos.
CRICE & ROSS. Attorney,
I. A. MILLER, Clerk.
Ily R. 'B. HAY, D. C.
TEXAS AIMS BLOW AT
'THEATRICAL TRUST.
Ausin. Tex.. Feb. IA—The senate
and house committee of the Texas
legislature have reported favorably a
bill which provides that no dates.-shall
Le obtainable in any theater in Texas
if it can be shown that the applicant
does no: represent some genuine com-
pany. Hitherto, it is. alleged, a so-
called theatrical trent lias takeri all
ripen dates in order that non-trust
companies could not secure dates.
Practically no opposition to the bill is
antisionted on the floor oj the legis'a•
A.  91111 re.
COMPLAINTS TO KOMI INSURANCETHE SUPERVISOR
COUNTY BOARD BEGINS HEAR-
ING THE PROTESTS
TOMORROW.
The Comlimbia Company Increased
Capitalisation—•Deeds Recorded
and Licenses Issued.
The county board of supervisors
tomorrow morning begin hearing pro-
tests from the many hundreds of
property owners who object to the
assessment of their holdings being
raised for county and state tax pur-
poses. The board devotes ten days
to listening to these complaints, when
the books will then be wound up.
The supervisors sent out 7,000 notices
to property owners, but most of these
yrere to parties cited to appear and
show cause %shy they should not be
assessed on notes they hold.
Capitalization Increased.
Documents were lodged yesterday
seSh the county clerk showing that
the Columbia- alabufacturing corn-
early had increased its capital stock,
t $.35,00ce diveded into shares of $100
each, while the additional shares are
sebscribed for as follows: E. Roos,
5o shares; Finis E. Lack, ao shares:
II. H. Scott. to shares: E. P. Gilson,
5 shares, and Ewing Gilson. 5 shares.
concern manufactures picture
frames, mouldings, etc., at its plant in
Mechanicsburg.
Property Sold.
Property on Seventh mar Hus-
bands street has been sold by Mrs.
Lonella Mattison to Emma Clark for
$95o. The deed se-a- Iciiiyeeterday
with the county clerk for record.
Lansl in the county was bought
fsom R. N. Rudd by Robert Kamm
for tsts.
For 8;3 Robert and WtIlis Wry
sold to Lonnie Elcy land in the Tura!
district.
W. H. Coeington transferred to R
F. Kanup for Ssois land out in the
unty.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued marriage license
Its the foliose ing yesterday. biases
‘Valtman and Ethel NIcReynolds: T.
MeNciil and Tablas& Harris.: We
ham Turner and Annie Pippin
NIGHT CAPS AGAIN
COMING IN FASHION.
Loteion, Feb. t15 —The use of night
caps, which were discarded half a cen-
tury ago, except by elderly. women.
is being revived by fashionable Ey-
&Isis ladies. According to Draper's
Record, headgear of that kind is be-
coming an indispensable part Al a
notrian's uardrobe.
There were published in the United
State) last year :Jos books of Stets.
.The nild was. ore like 401::.' r^
plc; they make a oliP noise
nothing.
865o Cottage Investment.
room house. nearly nen MeKin
lry street. near Franklin school. t
Hock from Sixth street car line
Rents $7.30 per niontti. Genuine in-
s-. stment. Could sell two houses.
No lower offer could be considered
as this price is $icas less than the
eslue.
W H I TTEMO RE, REAL ESTATE
AGENCY. Both Phones 8 s
- —
INTERBOROUG HCOMPANY
SELLS Strecsaosion NOTES.
. —
New York, Feb 16 --It seas an-
nounced today that the Interboectugh
Rapid -Transit company of this city
has sold $1o.000,000 of three-year 5
per cent notes to Wm. A. Read &
of Ness York. and Lee Higginson &
Co., of Boston. The notes arc redeem-
able after two years at a premium of
I per cent.
Tire four great lace centers of the
world are Calais. Nottingham, Platten
and St. Gall. The lace exports from
Calais to this country for tgo6 exceed-
ed $geoo,000.
One railroad alone spends $t6o,000
a year to supply soap to the wash-
rooms in its coaches.
idgar W. Whittemore
Real [state Agcncy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office _Fraternity Building.
EDGA'R W. WHITTEMORE, Padti.
esti, 'Ky.
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance CcoYI
BIGGEST AND OLDEST: IN WORLD
•11.
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72f
CAMNItli NUILDINf
4
•WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let as bead the beam you pay ifs it as panpay rent. Vacant iota in all parts of tbe cat,. Nice iota as ah•proposed use astairAosi on *road to Mita depot and es AlisoISOM front Sso to kw each. Buy sow no hiSI.us. pisIAMB sheep. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Property isameseine tepidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
[NCO RPO RATIO
L Hard D. Bataliank Peas. sad Mgr. Phone 763-
raw& 1110.01110.4.414 4411••5•111.4.104.040
j. 1.COULSON,
...P LOMBINS,,,
Steam and Hot Water Rutin,
Phone 133. 220 N. Third t
a
• -
healthy Bath Rooms
Goof r.0, 1, r7 means
pud tica:us and this coin-
Vned with modern sat.i.srv
t: Imre' heSs to k sett the d.scror out
SE(n.trinserleclh°116;lurt, ftstarsPcgrem ts;alt';
healthy bath rooms, are unitary sed
hare a beauty all their own. •
If you intend makine Kith re'rn MM.
k: iii show you
this filMOUS ware. We guarsr.;:r r,..!
work, rrompt acrvicv aad attens*.on
scatter bow small or how lug: your job,
HAVNAN.
SO I • 132 $o..
W E. D
Both Phones
••••
a
•
••4
7 tj
•
_•
it •
'IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG ThINGS'•
The Pennies. Nickels, Dines and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 MIR CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
. .BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH'
ONE DOLLAR. WE ISVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
2310 Broadway
Paducah Transfer Company,ft -- ascot poratit)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS: si4gh
BUPERIOR,FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
ER! AND HOUSEHOLD wort
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SHEET MUSIC
Fop'
iano and Organ
The favorite masterpieces of the
t composesrs carefully selected
the great field of musical litera-
. Pieces of character and worth
h at from so cents to $hoo a
C . Our special price is
1.10,Cents a Copy Postpaid
Following is a partial list of Selec-
tions;
Title. Composer.
Aregonaise . Massenet
Barcarolle (June) Tschaikow.ay
Caasonotta Hollaend•r
Cabaletta 
 
Lack
Chaconne Durand
Cotteolation Liszt
Vlogneing Spirits Bohm
Die Meistersinger Wagner
Farewell to the Piano ....Beethoven
Funeral March Chopin
Gipsy Rondo Daydn
Wedding March Mendelssohn
touLogeajbese Opp. 444. No. 3.• • Grill(
for Home, Opp. 117 
...... . . ..... . Junirmann
Rustle of Spring 
 
Sinding
Or. 8, No. 3 ....Paderewski
Melody in F Rubinstein
Murmuring Zephrys Jensen
Mprties. The  Wachs
Pomona* ..........  Hits
Pismiesti from "Sylvia" Delibea
Second Valise. Op. 56 Godard
Second Mazurka Godard
- 
Confession 
 
Thorne
. Chaminade
Song Menelellsohn
• Lea. Bachmann
 
 Lack
)le, Op. as Heller
Temoserei Seimmann
Under this Lams  . Thome
also 
 . Durand
.'4l.. Arabesoue. 09. Ile lock
is. Lente (from "Copotarian
. . . Delibes'
Beautiful B'ue Danube Waltzes
. Straus.
alert& Ruaticana. Internv-zzo..
.......... Mascaeni
of the Zephyrs . Cone
Lard fine variation's Lerman
.  Chaminade
NOM Lane.
P•susiiiime 
 
Rohm
SUM 
  Weber
U. aw elis Double 1Lask. March.
warner
Retaliate f ....... Brinkman I
Over the Wee's. Mexican Waltees
Roses
kft•rvest,i. Song   ..11Aultert
....Toed
In Old Modrid. Song .....Tress.
The above niece* •re not th• cheap
and defective TOC edition.
We bend'e all the lstest popular
emote the classical favewit-s and
•trine Pieces. Inseructie n books
a *r.
D. E. WILSON
The Rook and music Man
at Herbour's Department Store,
EXTRA WELL
BEING DUG
IT WILL BE HELD IN RESERVE
IN CASE THE ARTESIAN
WELLS GO WRONG.
Keeper Thompson Finds More to Do
at New Poor Farm Than He at
First Thought.
,hlr. William Thompson, keeper of
the poor farm, is having an extra well
dug on the farm in the Lone Oak
section of the county so that it can
be brought into tiec in case the ar-
tesian wells get out of fix and the
water supply is cut short. The keeper
has several men at work on this sec-
ond well, and it will be large enough
for the needs in itself, but as a pre-
cautionary measure it will be held
only in reserve.
Mr. Thompson finds more to do
getting the new quarters in shape
than he thought at first would have
to be done, and low says he will not
be able to move the inmates into the
new quarters until about the first of
next month. His ((Nee of men are
putting the furnishings and equipment
in the new struttore, while there is
much outside work on the premises
to be Cone.
When he does move in the keeper
sill have the handsomest poor farm
buildines and arrangements of any
county in !he entire state.
No SUCH PLACE AS
BROWNSVILLE ON MAP.
People of the Town Killed Them-
se!ves and °lief of Police
Suicide&
&natio Iliachburn. oho is on the
sonsmittee of mileary affairs. is grow-
ing very tired of the long investiga-
tion ii•f the Brownsville "shoot-up"
:which the committee is conducting
unikr the Foraker resolution.
"The mill grinds from 1o:3o in the
morning until noon. and from a or 3
to esso every day," he said. "The re-
sult of the investigation is nothine
of stole. If the negro soldiers we
*ease ceamined are so be believed the
People of Brownsville shot thernselyee
the chiaf of malice committed suicide.
there is no such place as Brownsville
on the mao and no army mot oithin
a blower/I todess I will not say the
avow. have lied. but I otll say that
it is well for the reoutstion .Annh-
flies that he lived to lone before this
Brinviieville investigation.**
AGGREGATING Ss ar000.000
II.
Growth .n American Trade With Its
Non-Contigueus Territories.
Waskineton. Feb. t6.-The en .a-
most. rtowth in Ameriesit trash- with
its nonoontiviimo territories in the
last calendar rear as contrasted with
the toccedinte one. is shown in fig-
- tires •:ofnolet1 by thc bureau of statis-
tics of the denartment of confmerce
and labor made public today. In
vAlstc this emrinscree arieregates Si St.-
nononn comnareil with less than
Clow:goo 000 in 1904.
Of this trade tetanoti000. in roundNess- Yorks Feb. lb- suit for err
nernhero consisted of merchandisevices rendered as an alienist in a will
shinned to shoat territories and. tat.-
*sweat which Dr. Allen Filch ha,
non.nno worth of merchandise receivedbrought against Mrs. Emma J. Rich- (Tom tee". In addition to this, therearchon. widow of Joseph Richardson.
was received from the Abelian terri-llat or:hitt-co gives a fair insight into ti,rv snore than STA.:00.one worth of
ght og rendered in the Thaw trial. -
charges for services mach as are
mold. being its own proilustion. andDr. 16.too.rico of foreign void, nrincinallyFitch who; oith several experts. was from the itrhieh territory adjacent.engaged in 1902 by Mrs. Richardson
The following figures show how0 combat the evidence offered by her Amerisan shinments of merchandise
. George. and her daughter. !hello. have increased in loos as compared
with TOW
Porto Rico from Stsoon.ono to S22.-
000 OW): Alaska Irons St t • coomoo to
Stosoriono: Hawaii from Croonossoo
to 512.500.000, and to the Philippines
from S5,00ca000 to a little over $7,-
000,000.
•
ME CLAIMED BY ALIENIST.
't Shows That Expert Testimony
Comes Hirsh in New York.
es show the irresponsibility of their
ether. for the balance of a bill of
Szt5co which is about $6,500. Dr
' ch was not even called to prove the
sanity of the tfatatOT, as the exeprts
of the contestants at the time did not
,rove their case.
Mrs. Richardson refuses to pay on
the ground that the services were not
worth ohat was demanded.
A Silent Senator's Possibilities.
i t Baltimore Sun.)
The new senator from New jersey
is a silent man. ire has never made
' a speech, it is stated, and he does not
even possess faculty of talking fluent-
qt.. Yet there is no good reason why
I
l'e should not make an efficient sena-
tor anti serve his state creditably.
Th e silent man in the halls of legisla-
tion, if he is hrinest and energetic, is
. not to -be despised. Consclosse. co„.
4 viction and intelligence ' arc worth• more to the public than the parts of
Aseech of a statesman who is all voice
lied nothing else. But the "silent
an" in the senate must serve thedo- °plc, and not "the interests" if he
Nould make a place for himself among
public servants who are worthy
trust and confidence. It has hap-
el not seldom in the senate that
e men who did the most effective
'. rk for privileged trusts possessed
,e virtue of silence. The new sena-
r from Ness- Jersey has the opnor-
,nity to demonstrate that the si;ent
man son oork as faithfully- and elli-
i , Isehe good of the people as
_
can fo -the welfare of corporate...I
;:xests
Wisdom it. the fruit Of experience:
PARENTS CHECK It ABY
AND ATTRND OPERA.
New York, Feb. 16.-An 18-months-
net baby 16s checked in the women's
cloak roont at the Manhattan opera
house last - night. Ire is the son of
Mr. and Mrs Robert Lewis, of Win-
nipeg. They are strangers in New
York, but had seats for "Rigoletto"
last night. They did not know where
to leave their baby, so she asked the
maid ir. the cloak room to check the
infogit. The director replied that cer-
tainly the child could be checked.
Accordingly, the youngster was tag-
wed and hie' parents proceeded to take
in the performance. The ehild prompt
ly fell asleep and slumbered until
after the second act. By that time
the members of the opera company
'had become so interested in hitt) that
he was taken into the business office,
where lie awoke and there received s
gencrai Petting.
Peculiar.
"Love," remarks an urban philioo-
pher, "is blind, frequently dumb, and
so far ss advice i concerned. invar--
ably .deal.-
-Loutsville Courier Jour-
nal.
-Joe Mathis, colored, aged ae
years, died of -consumption at- 9-15
South :Twelfth, and will be buried to-
day at Oat- Grove conietery.
, • • ,os
ELABORATE ENTERTAINMENT NEW MILLINERY I
AT M'KINLEY SCLIOOL ESTABLISHMENT
MISS EMMA MORGAN AND THE OTHER INSTRUCTORS OF
THE MECHANICSBURG SCH OOL HAVE ARRANGED FOR
ONE OF THE HANDSOMEST AND MOST INTERESTING
SOCIAL AFFAIRS EVER GIVEN IN THE PUBLIC EDUCA-
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS OF THIS CITY-IN MEMORY OF
FOUR GREAT MEN BORN DURING FEBRUARY.
Miss Emma Morgan, principal of
McKiuley school, and her able corps
of assistants, Mrs. -Kate Stuart,Misseg
Emma Mayer, Audrey Taylor and
Addle Goheen, have prepared for the
afternoon of February 21st a pro-
gramme of exercises in commemora-
tion of the birthday of fouh great
Americans who were born in the
month of February. The exercises
consist of marches, drills. recitations
and music, vocal and piano, rendered
by the pupils of the entire school.
which embraces the grades from first
to fifth inclusive.
Miss Caroline Itanx superviser of
music in the schools will direct the
choruses and give several selections
from Mendelssohn, February's great
composer.
Members of the board of education.
patrons of the school and all inter-
ested in the public schools of the city
are cordially invited to be present.
The programme is riven below:
Wealingtaxt.
March with flags School
Chorus-"lit Honor of Washing-
ton" School
Riog raphical sketch of Washineton
Morgan Rassman
Washington's "Maxim's of Conduct"
Henry Bouveno, W;Iliam Cooper.
Corbett Loften.
Gaston McClure. John Knight,
Song-"Our Fha. ("oleos" 
 Pupils of First Grade
"How I !lased George Weston"-
ton"  Gilbert Wade
"Hurrah for the Flag"...Glen Faulks
Song - "Washington', Christmas
Party." by Margie Soivese Vera
Braeme, Della Gossum, Stella Rick-
man, Katie Kendall, Vision Yates,
Josh Loften Fitzhugh, I.,. P. Price,
Ray Salta/river, Ernest Starrett.
"George Washington" 
Birdie Herring
"The Good Old Times" 
Robe 3 Bordette, Wsn. Bougeno
Piano Solo--Home. Sweet Home"-
Raymond Magee
Rod Drill With Music-Irene Bon-
geno. josie Arno Nellie Story, Ora
Blewett, Sarah Hendricks, Crack
Means, Harry Clark, Harry Fur-
long. Willie Brewer, Robert Keeb-
ler, Roy Woods Wilson, George
Scott.
"The English Boy's Enlightenment"
Paul Ckirk. Ray Saltzgiver, Joe
Lacdiker. Earl Loftin. Carl Crouch.
"Washington" ...... Johnnie Jones
"T Can't Stand Still"...Ruby Taylor
"Little George Washimoon"-Firme
Roberts. }tarry Clark, Herbert
Shemwell. Ewell Dye. Georgic
Scott, Odic Cooner.
Piano aolo-Selected 
 Georgia Gleason
Chorus-"Mount Vernon Bells"...
School
Appearance and Manner
 ljnuiie Gardner
elelssonhn's 'Songs Without
Words" iss Caroline Ham
Keat's "May Morning" with- accom-
paniment of Mendelssohn's Spring
Song.
Airs. Armintrout, Miss Ham.
Chorus-"America".... ..... School
Recessional March Setup)!
HAVING TOO EASY A TIME.
A Reason Why So Many Young Men
Are Not "Worth While."
"Wily it is," we have been asked,
"that so many young men who have
had all the advantages of a good edu,
cation, pleasant surroundings, and the
opportunity for a good business train-
ing, amount to so little, and that their
fathers, instead of taking them into
business or partnership with them,
seek men outside of their own fami-
lies. Evidences of it can be seen
every day."
We believe we can answer this
question in one sentence. "The boys
have been allowed to have too easy a
time." •
Nothing worth having, nothing that
will endure, nothing worth while
cones to the boy or man. or. for tbs.
matter, to the woman or girl, in this
world. unless they are willing to mahe
an earnest effort, a sacrifice to attain
it.
Pass along the streets of any toon
or city, and notice the sons of re-
spectasile parents, who are in COTO-
iortahle circumstances-boys of the
are of eiteht to sixteen years (which-
is the formative period in their life)
and refire often you find them strut-
• Pion.. the streets. smoking doer-
eves. Inning around town. 'haying a
"•eotul seeing and hearing all
I this is tahine place.Many of them arc so oiled hy hernia
too notch Docket money. They are
not tatterht to ellen a dotter. hence
#1,sn't vronw the value of it. Ton often •
•h, father is so erivrossed in business
'hat he leaves the nte traini and ed.-
• of the children to theirmother.
ea-
...ea wieh riol. the fatl.rt.'s 1.-tive inter
in the eh:i.lern. 
-
he nioth
er isatur-
sliv C.70,1 ewnertrfl en a4;-ert the
uvowth and trainis st ier ant! hohi, o
L6,„,‘„ ;in the ,,,mriffer ;t soossel he done
Toots e sr, nor sr-4.- ntettert 
•!•nt with a k"V•4 fntnfe Itfe in the
-gene e”:“...er thai a oon can The'
."". ffl;•.elitteA to bel;eve their ekil
f from others, and thy'
.1...v ',re-4 •, blve wonnev In cryntd
ss.-.#1,,sats loud attoria-
•:,..... pre innocently Twins Cornet...
• El ere, INN% nt a rate ohs, tn.
•he limo 3 /any ihntIld to enter
•••••0", ;010%4 lie is hardly
• sotto-hos with,.
Rows .h. tad haye theiriorecreatn
it „,%,-„.1.1 F.,. all recrotti.r.
• .heett3 fttlowrAl to aornA
....wore. to 111/••••••••1 *Vann thena.elyes
f,,,.,,.;4 lit- he • f..
J C. Dimmiek Pi.41 ,nr, to know the actual}...an...
• Of 3 Annar,
 Emma Wade in't It'e v-^ ""Vr•
".kladdin" Vivian Yates e-hst we do with' tt isn't the „:41,.
f' s 
Piano solo-March from WilliamTell
Rossini
Rchessa Tones. 
Fourteenth of February.
Cupid cn Se Valentine's Day 
......... Thurman Gossuni
Piano solo-
(*) Selection from
Night's Dieam."
Mendelssohn-
(b) March from Tannhauser.
Mils Caroline Tram. not orenlre there.elyes. They dawdle
Lincoln, swav the bect Islet of their Ives enrs''s't
Bioeraphical sketch Roy Wade Sr nartie:-. theaters or out w;t1i he
A Tribute to Lincoln from Lowell's /"sys 413v;"'" 3 n''ood time." and
Habits and Character
"The-First Snow
"Midsummer
"Commemoration Ode"-By Pupils
of Fifth Grade.
Chorus-"Star Spangled Banner"..
School
"What the Colors of Our Flag Stand
For"-
"Red"-Nradolene Smith.
"White"-Ruth Shcmwell.
"Blue"Ortanse Bougeno
Chnres-"Dixie".... ......  School
Musical Drill by, Fourteen Primary
Children-Rachel Parker, Maudie
Board, Irene MVNeal, Evelyn
Braeme, Sabora Barnett, Mabel
Carter, Imogen neehler. Corley
Barber, Jessie Clark, Herbert Daily,
Romey Roy Jones, Herbert Sherri-
well. Ewell 13)-e. Herbert Crofton.
Longfellow.
Childhood and First Home 
Eva Pitiless
Youth and Early Manhood.., 
Lorena Cooper
home Life at Cambridoe 
Ruby hfcChord
"The Poet's Love for Children"....
James Whitcomb Riley
pan Wade.
"The Arrow and the Song" 
Maggie Pool
"The Rainy Day"- _Rena Rupertus
"Daybreak" Eul a Spivey
"The Children" atorie Shaffer
"Reply to the Challenge of Thor"
 By Lowell
Annie Shaffer.
'•The,Children's Hour". .Louise Leeds
"Beware" Margie Spivey
Plano solet-ScIectiane from Men-
ivi we have. hut' the way we nee
"tit.* •tal••••t‘ ntult hat', athalltaCre
ever;' nnnortnn:01,-. Nf 211V a V011,100
• in 1101f0te a,va sit; (low,' and cone
-stains iho the nr11)01rtn 1t1"01
%ave. na.sed. that the.re stolen-0r
-vvy eblitire r.roste a (010101010'. N-
rnell tbiron. treat corrinratients are
?novo, co• romeestent men every daV
• •atre o".;.;ne,c at hi0. C-,1a4re
The trouhle is that the vonnucteri
they reach an aese wrbrre they oueht
tn cten irtn rrtnnntible berthc. 1411••••
are nnnrenired Then they sit down
and wail that there is no chance.
It is th voting man who starts in
#yetermi,ned to synrtr, In *air(' atlyan-
tatte of every onoortimity, lo regu-
larly save a noetion of his sfatari-. to
it,,nrove every leisure hour. teet plenty
rof 'Teen and abjure every nnbeatthfnt
'Lod ewnensive nrni,centent, who climbs
so tnn rout Cert. old that there
• to•ertter onnortnnilies one,, today
for wealth and' fame than
nee forefathers ever dreamed' of.—
INDIAN MAY BECOME
OKLAHOMA SENATOR.
MRS. CARRIE WARREN GIRAR-
DEY PREPARING TO OPEN
PLACE.
She and Niece, Miss Warren, Leave
Shortly to Purchase Stock-All
Buy New Goods Soon.
Miss Carrie Warren Girardey is
preparing to open a new millinery
establishment at the building formerly
occupied by Charles Hawkins' cafe,
at 417 Broadway, and in arranging
for the store she and her niece, Miss
Carrie Warren, leave the last part of
this week for New York and the
other markets to purchase an elab-
orate stock of millinery.
Last year Mrs. Girardey sold her
old establishment at 316 Broadway to
Mrs. Henry Arcnz, and since then she
has been residinc at Los Angeles
cal., but returned ten days ago and
is preparing to remain here to con-
duct the new eisiablishment she will
open.
Mrs. Arenz is preparing to leave the
city and has sold her place to Mrs
L. Mitts, of Bardveell, Tenn., who
has taken charge.
Mrs. Girardey expects to get opened
some time during the tirst of March
and will carry one of the finest and
most elaborate stocks in the city.
All the millinery proprietors of the
city are now preparing to depart for
the markets to make purchases of
their staring stocks and get ready for
the: opening season.
EARNING CAPACITY
OF RIG TOWBOAT
Sprague Nets Owt.ers I sp.noo a year.
Which is Half She Cost,
Some river men were discussing
recent!, how lone it would tavo the
Spragitz. said to be the most powerful
towhnat on inland' water at nre-sent,
often referred to as the 12:o.noo steel
beauty of the Morioneahela River
Consolidated Coal and Coke company
to pay for itself. The great earning
leiwee of the boat is thus figured out,
says the Pittsburg Post.
I
The Sorague took a tow of 6o coal
boats. the !arrest tow eser hitched to
one touboat, and four cualboats larg-
er 'had the Sweetie hag ever handled
hefore. In each of these etrilhoet.
are over Joao bushels of coal. Coal
tioereori Homo on 3 cantle a bushel
as the tariff for -tow coal from
I et&scille to New Orleans. The
•,, at',.c will therefore earn at lea-.'
*Cm f..r ton-in" eirlt en•t;holt. ot
*moon for town' the entire Ir I to
vew Orlearie and as the coalboatt
hold sono bushels etch. the earning
mower of the boat, might reach Sei-
nen or even $36.000 for the down
trip.
On tic yetion trio the Snrartie will
hriug teak 6o emotiee, and coat 0P-
eratora fieure Sion each for the tow -
of ,aria emote from New Orleans
to Louisville. Thus the &native
woeld earn e fR000 on lier return trip
or from lig000 to Sc0000 for a sin-
-le sowed trip from Louisville to New
Orleans.
Each trip, men employed., food: etc.
'a calhulated to cost about Woo°.
4ccor.linsr to length of trio. which may
renuire enywhere from thirty to sixty
days. The towboat would at this rats
earn about Sto.000 for her owners
She makes abont four trips each year
and her earning catta.citY is therefore
calculated at St2o.00o a year, at
which rate she would pay for herself
in two and a morter years.
The Spra 'at *-0-'* .,,v misfortunes
costly to It- o slier • ...lien she was
first built, but in the past two year:
she has been running finely and has
already revolutionized the towing of
'coal from Louisville to NCW Orleane.
A few years ago twemy-tive or thirty
coalboats were considered a big tow.
Larger boats were put on. and tinally
came the Sprague.
Washington, Feb. see—Bib Chief
Pleasant Porter, ruler of to,000 Crttic
Ineians, who was in the white house
today, may be one of the democratic
cardidates for the United States sen-
ate from the new state of Oklahoma.
Like Senator Curtis of Kansas, For-
tcr's 'father was a White man and his
surely have a democratic legislature
mctber a squaw. "Oklahoma will
he said today, "but I think there are
too many ambitious young nitn who
will be after We job of senator. I
have been talked about for a senate
-;eat, tint Fro not so cur.:sin tila1 1
1
not
er.s. get it.
Hoo- ,peior are they. ;
patience --Shakespeare.
SUIT AGAINST LAW-
YER FOR DAMAGES.
Litigation Based on Invalid Decree
for Divorce.
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 15-The $1o,-
000 damage suit of John A. Ililter
brat) against Attorney John P. Ed.
niendson was placed on trial in the
crettit court here yesterday. The ac-
tion is based on an alleged deice-
tivc decree obtained for Ililderbran
by Edmondson as attorney, following
which Hillderbran married another
woman and was forced to secure a
valid divorce and remarry her.
In 1904 Hilderbran employed At-
torney Edmondson to file a. divorce.
ptlition for gun. The decree was
•granted on the ground of infidelity
'Shortly afterward Hilderbran married
eignin. His first wife brought an ac-
tion to secure possession of her child.
ttlid when that .petition was taken up
it was discovered, It is said, that the
altidavit attached to the orginal di-
vorce hill . vitas. *Active and that
the decree was invalid as a remit!.
Ililte.nbrati employed anotiber lttor
-1).ty and secured a valid decree, after
which he went again through the
marriage ceremony with 'his second
wok.
B. r"-. Sea.s
RACTi_ SURVEh •R
County Work a Specialty.
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ky.
I. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
MARBL?
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS,
Practice in all the courts of th•
itate. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Builsh
ng 523 1-2 Broadway
C. MANNING SEARS, CO,
Office i101 Meyers St.
Imogene 377,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buildin,
s23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ago; Old 1487 R
iPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
(I. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tig BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355,
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE ANS;
RETURN, Continuous Passage, ll000
Unlimieed Ticket $5.00, meals ani
nerth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $r.so each, withou•
Meal*; $2 00 with meals.
Good music on aIl the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pais. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flowssey Cecil Ree
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
— --
Rooms a, ii and to Columbia Bldg
ass:shoos:LAIL KY.
1/1••=000.00,00.000,--..rimmr
ALBEN W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law,
Room No. 5. Paducah
Colarnbia Bldg. Kentucky
OM Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & MeGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114, Fraternity Building.
New Plaone tot Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawter.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
t Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway-Thone 120
Residence flio Broadway.
Phone I49-
One of the psincesses of the Bur
mese court, a young woman not ye'
twenty, is said to be the possessor o.
the costliest dress in the world. It
a court costume and worn only en,
rare occasions. It is studded wit:.
jewels reputed to beworth m the ag-
gregate not less than one Trillion fon -
hundred thotioand dollars.
.e
.01101114
*11
1
EARL OF
PAWTUCKET
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not .
satisfied
McPherson.9 S
Drug Store..
olirth and Broadway.
•t- + + + + + + + • • . • e •
„. POPULAR WANTS.
6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR SALE—Fine fresh 'Mich
oster:—Old 'phone 867; New 789. S. B
Caldite/1.•
MEN. brains tell. We need yoors.
.ct bu 4; answer by first mail. Big
talary bir men. McBrady St
chicag,.
LOST--Gold watch and fob, with
monogram of "S. B. L." engraved
..n both. Liberal reward if returned
to Mr. Herman Friedman of 815 Jef-
ferson street.
W4NTED—A young lady that has
ad some experience in bookkeeping ?
box . Stldresa lock S S. jAp_IN_EASE
Will build to suit tcnnant South
-West corner Kentucky' 3VC and
liourtli stied. Most prownsing re-
tail corner in Paducah.
Gco. C. Ilughes, Old Phone !Ks.
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
-how cases at a bargain. Apply ai
•he Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and press
jug garments go to Solomon the Tail
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones
FOR RENT—New brick house
311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place,, by naonth of
year. Apply J. B. IIALL
AIHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
eat), end Lroadway. Apply to B. :1
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 33; citizens of United
'tat, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
ioh. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., ITS Fra
-.ernity building.
CITY SUPERVISORS.
Board Tomorrow Resumes Work of
Counting Up Assessments.
the city supervisors tomo.rrow
;:norning resume the work of counting
up the assessments on the real estate
book. They believe they will be able
to wind up eterething by the last
of this week, a: the only remaining
part undone is the taking and count-
ing every person's saluation, and corn_
'ailing them into one sum t-!:11.
• -
Bargain by the Acre.
1..1 acres on Clinton road betweee
_sist and 22nd streets. All for $85o.
half cash. Safe as .itiy. 7ng gold dot-
'ars for 85 cents each.
WHITTEMORE. REAL ESTATE
AGENCY. Both Phones 835.
rtrIn1.1111.1111M1.11.11/111.111111J
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
ishes _caused by the cold
winds.
4DEUGHTFUL TO USE
SHAVIAG•tatia
. AFTER.
:For Sale only at,
? A lap That Takes life Easy ?
??????????????????????????7????
Stopping At the Planters.
\V. It. Webb is in St. Louis top-
ping at the Planters' Hotel.
AMONG THE
SICK PEOPLE
YRS. CHARLES J. ABBOTT RE-
COVERING FROM ATTACK
OF LAGRIPPE
hi- s. George Rouse is Improving
Somewhat—John Faint's Boy
Seriously Ill—Other
Ailing.
Charles J. Ablr;tt is some-
what improved after a three weeks'
illness. with lagrippe and a sprained
ankle, at her suite of rooms in "The
Inn" in North Seventh street.
Mi••••• 41=1.
Mrs. George Rouse tbf North
Fourth street is recovering from a
severe attack of lagrippe that has
had her confined for a week or ten
th.ye.
Miss Nellie Ifesgwood of South
Sixth street has been taken home
from her private ward in Riverside
hospftal where she has been ill for
some nine.
Mr. Harry Tandy i: recovering
fr.•m hie illness at Frankfort, and
shortly goes to Florida for the bal-
ance of the winter.
The to-year•old on of John Fagin
of jest outside Mechanicsburg wan-
Mired away from his home Thursday
iiit and Friday night asked the
attaches of the Nelson wagon yard
71 • Third near Adams street to let
him sleep there. This was done, and
yesterday morning he was found un-
conscious fzeim a fainting spell. ill-
ress having suddenly overcome him.
He was sent home and was resting
easily this morning early.
+ e• •e •:• •:.
4. PERSONAL MENTION. ••••
+ •!• tts ei!- +
front Page Four.
I
Miss Zulu Cobbs and mother, Mrs.
J. W. Cobbs left last evening for
Chicago, where the latter stops to
visit her other daughter, Mrs. Wil-
liam Ma'ther, While Miss Zulu Cobbs
proceeds on to New York to purchase
her spring millinery stock.
Colonel Edward 0. Leigh will re-
turn today to his home in. Frankfort.
Mr. Charles Mocquot is in the cityfrom Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Wm. Beadles, ife, and daugh-
ter, Miss Lela, returned yesterdayfrom visiting in Wingo, Ky.
MC. W. T. Saxton is in Wingo at-
tending the bedside of his sick mother.
Ms. F. Reno of Cairo is visitingher Ihrother, Conductor Byers Robert-
sonsOf North Sixth.
BACON'S inVtken't ‘;t;resTsitirerWilliamstti(4 Chicago is
"RUG STORE
%they Sutherland.u-eruannemnruartnrinrin rionst, overt 1 -
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sutherland
and son of Mayfield are slitting 'Miss
• •
Mi.:. Shelby Wire ;) -Tarltn•ri.e
DISTINGUISHED 'TRUSTEES HOLD
VISITORS HERE MEETING TUESDAY
COLONEL ROSE AND COLONEL
VANCLEAVE AND WIVES
IN THE CITY.
Mr. Rose Is Now Serving the Third
Term as Secretary of State
For Illi^ois.
Hon. James A. Rose and miie of
Springfield, 1il, and Colonel J. S.
VanGleave and wife of Indianapolis
'nd., arrived yesterday for a visit to
the formcr's daughter. Mrs. James P
ineith of Fifth and Washington
streets. Colonel Rose is the secretary
of state for the state of Illinois and
and one of the leading officials and
noliticians of that commonwealth. Ile
is now doing something never accom-
elished before by any Illinois office-
holder at the state building, serving
leis third term as secretary of state,
and this is ample attestation of his
nroininence slid weight in public life,
llis constituents over that state
wanted to run him for governor the
last time and lie would have been
easily elected, but he refused the
nomination, and they made him serve
another term then as the secretary.
Colonel Ita.se's home is in Gol-
conda, Ill., and he has hundreds of
friends in Paducah. where he is al-
ways welcomed and his visits looked
forward to with much pleasure.
VanCleave is one of Indiana's
big men. Thia is his first iai t in
the community.
?????7Prn??????7??????fffnet
IT WILL BE COMMITTEE OF
WHOLE TO GO OVER
APPLICATIONS.
s
Confederate Veterans Hold Monthly
Session Tuesday Evening—
Other Gatherings.
The trustees for the city schools
held Astir meeting Tuesday evening,
and it will be in the nature of a sec-
ret caucus session as committee of
the whole, for purpose of going over
the ten applications for superinten-
cent, that were sifted out of the
thnty put in by that many parties
who want the position. The entire
tresterseip will select about five out
of the batch, and then write these to
come here personally to confer with
the board members, who will in this
manner be brought in close touch
the applicants, and decide which
et the number they desire fur the
t rintendeney.
Confederate Veterans.
The James T. Walbert camp of
Confederate veterans, hold their
monthly session Tuesday evening at
the city hall peAce court room, and
transact e hat business there is before
them.
Medical Society Meets.
The McCracken County Metecal so-
ciety will meet Tuesday evening in
weekly session.
Evergreens Circle.
) The ladies of Evergreen Circle,
z Wcoehrien of the World. met Friday
?anti selected their number, Mesdames
Mike Iscman and Salle Roder as the
cirvle delegates to the stoic.
1) be beht here next month.
...csmon
Council Tomorrow.
ihecvouneil meets toenorrow
night In regular stssion at the city
h- - ti
CUPID CARES 
NOT FOR AGE`
MRS.
MR
`TABITHA HARRIS AND The steamer Buttorff will get hereTHOMAS MeNEILL today from Nashville and lease to.WERE UNITED.' morrow for Clarksville.
The steamer Dick Fowler came
hack last night from Cairo and leaves
at 8 o'clock toniorrow on her :eta**
that way.
MOM
ist
Spring
Hats..
We beg to announce to the public of Padu-
cah that we have just received our complete line
—Spring Hats, and we respectfully invite your
attention and
 extend an 
_invitation to come andinspect our different styles for this spring. It is
our opinion that these Hats are exceptionally well
selected. Come in and see if your opinion agrees
with ours.
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RIVER NEWS
Fourth Venture for the Bride and
Third f Or the Groom on the
Matrimonial Sea.
labitha Harris of ;:i:s city
and Mr. Thomas McNeil of the Boaz
section of the county were united in
marriage yesterday afternoon at the
residence of the bride's brother. Rev.
L. A. Wilkes of Jones between Eighth
and Ninth streets, the ceremony being
performed by the brother dieine. Im-
mediately afcr the ceremony the
couple left for the groom's home to
take up their residence.
The bride is fifty-five years of age,
and this is her fourth venture upon
the matrimonial sea, while it is the
third for the groom who has attained
his sixtieth year. Both have large
families of grandchildren, but it seems
that Cupid is daunted not by age, as
the nnptials are the result of an inter-
esting courtship.
The bride is a well known widow
of this city, while the groom is one
of the county's most prosperous and
reliable farmers.
The .Boosters Club will gire a big
dance at the Eagles' hall -Monday
fiight Feb. IR,
has gone horrit after visiting Mitts
Marry Barry of North Sixth.
Miss Agnes Terrell of Folsomodaie
is visiting Miss Lena Sellars.
Miss Maxie Whitnell is visiting in
Wingo, Ky.
lion. Hal S. Corbett was in Eddy-
ville yesterday on legal business.
Mr. .LK. Overby of Nfayfield is the
guest of his son, MV. Luther Overby.
Mrs. C. E. Purcell has returned
from visiting in Livingston county.
The ...earner Kentucky gut ow ears
terday for the Tennessee river. She
comes back again .Thursday night
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville.
The steamer City of Memphis
comes out of the Tennesse river late
tomorrow night and remains here
until 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon
before skipping nut on her return
that way.
The Peters Lee went up yesterday
en route from Memphis to Cincinnati
while the Georgia Lee went town
hound from Cincinnati to Memphis,
Tenn.
A Pittsburg special says: "River-
men were greatly pleased over the re-
ceipt of a letter from Congressman
John Dalzelle, in which he gave as-
surance of the immediate erection of
the marine hospital. It wat believed
in some quarters that the parcel of
arsenal grounds which was set aside
for park purposes would interfere
with the marine hospital project."
As the packets resume their trips
in their resnective trades, with the in-
creased number of boats arriving and
departing daily, with big trips cfn az•
count of accumulations caused hr
their enforced idleness during th: re-
cent flood, the roustabouts are becom-
ing scarce. The packets arc already
beginning to complain of shot facie in
labor. It is to the interests of the
merchants and manufacturers of Ev-
ansville, as well as to the steainl-oats
to handle shipments promntiv. It is
now tei to the police denartment and
the city courts to see that the va•
1 &rano/ law is eufoed. Make the
, idle neornes work or lea.r the city.
I The Pittsburg Gazette-Times saysthe river interests are makinv 3 pro
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----sesesegnmsgeoggege
s! against the proposed chasore in DIED OP LAGRIOPE.height of the Parkersburg and South
Side Brielke company's new s•-neture Mr. Douglass Sills Palmed MgrMint 4 tinTitle Kanawha rivet ,it anl B .41y Will Be 1kken/*wk.:. burg, W. Va. A.'s:mit was to Codas. Ky. 
•.-..tOtted the bridge esom 
. 
moy by the At t:.jo o'clock last es-taint; Mv.fr. r y war tee hand the brictir. prifflea, sm. dim at hie liontc.
'hor.pecth...! !len, It tlic 4.44111.-, aft, ri t WI %Iret.• L.r 79 hot. This permit was „rant- uses, mitt Tact*, -r
r4 140tembcr ignA Now Oh' "" mg at 4S o'clock thy
onsioreinitslis:ingstirr vo;ril
0467 wants to lower lb' bridge to a C taken Iii Cadie. Ky. fursiteSsit of 6:.6 feet above the river 
ice: water. Notices of appliesti..41 ;
rS. was iterty-fise yearichaeue the height ha, been stir or•ti,a4t. 
and resided in this city for four,1;r \V. M Ilan. United States e•si-t- years, being employad as a repairerI ! eftiCtitte at Parkersburg. Already -the car department for the Illinoiswritten protests agents: ti•t• eherje (antral railroad sloops he was ahave been filed with •h• eugoweer.
tPittabwritasi shgo roipveproseintheres c•81.:4nairbe. a.ser,nit salted and highty esteemed attache,
eopelar with everybody
/le i. survived by four children,
a.n1 wa • born at Roiling Mina, Ky.
--Mr; Kate Smith. the maracter , hp the Cumberland riser. He wasf the Cairo road, has a 11,nuegrown a. esteemed member of the Meehan
I-mon raised on her farm, and which icillnirg lodge of Odd Fellowla andihs one pound and it mule; • I sIsn of the ()"der of Railway Carmen,
REMOVAL NOTICE
0. A.ITate
Grocery, from Fifth and Jefferson
Streets to
EMPIPE BUILDING
640 Broadway Old Phone 93
Ready for Business
MONDAY
FOR TIE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET•
GENUINE
rRADEWATER
PHONE 254
COAL LEALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevato;N IORtniuo
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